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THIS IS A COMMERCE COMMITTEE BILL THAT WOULD SIMPLY HELP SPEED UP
THE PAYMENT OF INSURANCE CLAIMS.

AS IT WAS PASSED OUT OF COMMITTEE,

THE BILL:
1.

REQUIRED THAT PAYMENTS OF INSURANCE CLAIMS BE MADE IN

CASH OR A CASH-EQUIVALENT FORM (SUCH AS A CHECK OR DRAFT), AND IF
IT IS A CHECK OR DRAFT IT MUST COMPLY WITH THE FEDERAL RESERVE
STANDARDS THAT PRESCRIBE THE FORM OF CASH ITEMS.

THIS WILL MAKE

SURE THAT THE PAYMENTS CAN BE HANDLED PROMPTLY BY THE FEDERAL
RESERVE FOR COLLECTION.
2.

SECOND, THE BILL REQUIRED THAT WHEN AN INSURANCE COMPANY

HAS AGREED TO SETTLE A CLAIM, IT MUST PAY THE CLAIM WITHIN 20 DAYS
AFTER THE SETTLEMENT IS REACHED OR PAY INTEREST AT 12%.
SEVERAL AMENDMENTS WERE ADOPTED LAST THURSDAY.
INTENDED ONLY TO CLARIFY THE BILL.

MOST OF THEM WERE

MR. DANSON PUT ON ONE AMENDMENT

THAT CLEARS UP ANOTHER PART OF THE INSURANCE CODE REGARDING PAYMENT
OF DEATH CLAIMS UNDER A LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
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PCB 83-1
2nd Draft
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the payment of insurance

2

claims; amending s. 627.4035, Florida Statutes,

3
4

requiring that all payments made in this state

l

in satisfaction of claims be made in cash;
providing an effective date.

6

8

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

9
10
11

Section 1.
amended to read:
627.4035

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Section 627.4035, Florida Statutes, is

(1)

Cash payment of premiums1 claims.--

The premiums for insurance contracts issued in

this state or covering risk located in this state shall be
paid in cash consisting of coins, currency, checks, or money
orders.
(2)

Subsection (1) �his-see�ie� is not applicable to:

{a) Reinsurance agreements;
(b) Pension plans;
(c} Premium loans, whether or not subject to an
automatic provision;
(d) Dividends, whether to purchase additional paid-up
insurance or to shorten the dividend payment period;
(e) Salary deduction plans;
(f) Preauthorized check plans;
{g) Waivers of premiums on disability;
(h) Nonforfe1ture provisions affording benefits under
supplementary contracts; or
(1) Such other methods of paying for life insurance as
may be permitted by the department pursuant to rule or
regulation.
l
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ill
2
3
4
5
6

All �ments of claims made in this state under

any contract of insurance shall be paid 1n cash consisting of
coins, currency, checks, or money orders, and 1f by check
shall be drawn upon a depository f1nanc1al institution located
in this state.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
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PCB 83-1

STAFF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

by Commerce

relating to

DATE:
REVISED:

payment of

12/13/82
2/4/83

insurance claims;

REVISED: _________

Other Committees of Reference:

SENATE BILL: _______
EFFECTIVE DATE: _____
October 1, 198 3

I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This proposed bill provides that all payments of insurance claims 1n
this state must be made 1n cash cons1st1ng of coins, currency, checks or
money orders, and 1£ by check must be drawn on a Florida financial
inst1tut1on. The bill is intended to speed up the claim payment process
that may now be drawn out when claims are paid by drafts payable at or
through financial institutions scattered across the country.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

There is no statute specifically covering the manner or procedure
for the payment of insurance claims. These claims are customarily paid by
a draft which is issued by a local agent and is then paid through a central
bank. Before the funds represented by a draft are ultimately collected by
the beneficiary, the draft may pass through several financial institutions.
This payment process may take several days because of the need to transport
the draft physically from point to point in the collection chain. During
that time, the beneficiary's local financial institution may not authorize
the withdrawal of those funds until they have actually been collected.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

The proposed bill would amend s. 627.4035, F.S., by adding a new
subsection (3) relating to the payment of claims. Subsection (1) now
provides that premiums for insurance contracts issued in this state must be
paid in cash consisting of coins, currency, checks or money orders. The
new subsection (3) would simply extend this cash payment requirement to the
payment of claims as well as premiums, with the additional requirement that
where payment 1s by check it shall be drawn on a financial institution
located in the state.
The cash payment requirement (check instead of draft) and the
Florida financial institution requirement are both intended to speed up the
collection process by reducing the number of steps in the payment system.
'.vvan T Martm Staff" Director

322 Tht C.1p1tol, lall■hu.stt, Flonda

32301

(904J '38-7024
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Under the Uniform Commercial Code a bank must generally complete its
handling of an item before its midnight deadline {s. 674.202(2)), which is
defined to be midnight of the next banking day after the day of receipt.
(s. 674.104(h}) Moreover, items received after 2:00 P.M. may be treated
(s.
for this purpose as having been received on the following banking day.
674.107{2)) So, an item deposited at 3:00 P.M. on Thursday may not be
credited to the owner's account until Friday, and the bank has until
midnight Monday to forward the item for collection. It may then take
another day, or sometimes two, for the item to reach the next step in the
collection chain by mail or courier. Considering that each item 1s handled
by at least two or three institutions, it is easy to see why the process
seems to take so long.
If an item is drawn on or is payable at or through an out of state
financial institution, chances are both delivery time and the number of
1ntermed1ary institutions will be greater than if the item were payable in
Florida. Additionally, in the case of a non-bank draft such as that issued
by an insurance company, the company has its own midnight deadline within
which to accept the draft for payment. If a claim were paid instead with a
bank check, this last step in the process would be eliminated.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

Since the bill would essentially require the payment of claims by
checks drawn on Florida financial institutions, it would require insurers
to establish Florida accounts with adequate balances to pay claims checks
or make some other arrangement with a Florida institution. This could work
to the benefit of financial institutions designated to hold such accounts
since they would have the use of those funds at little or no cost for a
limited period of time. Conversely, the insurance companies would lose the
ability to invest those funds in productive assets to a like extent.
If the bill has its intended effect, the recipients of claims
payments would benefit through the earlier availability of those funds.
The extent of this benefit would of course vary with the length of time by
which the collection process is shortened.

B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No significant economic impact 1n the public sector 1s expected.
IV.

COMMENTS

In discussions of this proposal with representatives of banks,
clearinghouses and insurance companies, it was made apparent that there is
some variation in practice among banks with respect to making available to
their customers funds represented by insurance drafts that are deposited
for collec tion. These variations depend on the financial standing of the
customer, the business reputation of the issuing insurer, and the amount of
the draft. Thus, a bank may make funds immediately available or it may
place a "hold" on those funds depending on all of these factors.
We also learned that it is the practice of at least some insurers
who are prominant in this state to pay their drafts through local
institutions thus satisfying voluntarily at least one of the requirements
of the bill. State Farm explained that all of its claim drafts issued in
peninsular Florida are paid through a bank in either Tampa or Orlando and
upon receipt by the bank are delivered daily to the company's regional
office 1n Winter Haven where they are paid within 24 hours unless payment
1s stopped for some reason (such as the lack of an endorsement by one of
joint payees). Prudential indicated that it follows a similar policy.
The State Farm representative contended that there was no delay in
payment inherent in a draft as opposed to a check and that a requirement
that claims be paid by check might actually slow down the payment process
contrary to the intent of the bill. The reason for this is that claims
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adjusters throughout the state have authority to issue drafts on the
company, but the propriety of these payments can still be reviewed at the
regional office before payment 1s actually made. If claims had to be paid
by check, it 1s likely that all payments would then be issued by the
regional office and only after this review had taken place.

V.

AMENDMENTS
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PCB 83-1 by

Commerce

relating to payment of
insura_nce claims

Other Committees of Reference:

DATE:
REVISED:
REVISED:

12/13/82
2/4/83
4/15/83

IDENTICAL*/SIMILAR BILLS:
EFFECTIVE DATE: _____
October lr 1983

I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill provides that all payments of insurance claims
in this state must be made in cash, consisting of coins,
currency, checks, drafts or money orders, and if by check or
draft must be in a form that complies with Federal Reserve
standards for cash items so as to facilitate rapid handling and
payment. The bill would also establish a requirement that a
settlement of an insurance claim be paid within 20 days after the
settlement is reached; otherwise, 1t would accrue interest at a
rate of 121 a year. The bill is intended to speed up the claims
payment process which is now often drawn out because of banking
practices with regard to the handling of drafts and because
insurers have little incentive to pay an agreed settlement
promptly.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

There is no statute that specifically covers the payment
of insurance claims. Section 627.4035 requires that insurance
premiums be paid in cash, but it does not mention payment of
claims. Section 627.427 requires an insurer to pay any jud ment
rendered against it within 60 days or be subject to revocaty on of
its certificate of authority, but this provision does not apply
to the payment of a settlement agreed to by the claimant. The
bill addresses both of these situations in an attempt to bring
about speedier payment to claimants who may be in serious need of
funds.
B.

EFFECT DF PROPJ)SED CHANGES

The bill would add a provision to s. 627.4035 to require
that payments of claims as well as payments of premiums be made
W-,,1t1 T Mnn Su« D1ru1or
lll'Jkc.,,..I,...._,,_.. lllll {JN)--'JIDI
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1n cash or specified cash-equivalent forms. It also requires
that 1n the case of payment by check or draft, the instrument
must comply with standards adopted by the Federal Reserve System
to facilitate rapid handling of those items for collection.
These standards include the requirement that the transit number
of the institution at which the item is payable appear on the
face of the item in fractional form and also machine-recognizable
magnetic ink characters. This requirement should at least insure
that insurance claims paid by check or draft can be handled
promptly through the collection system, although it may not alter
the practice of some banks of imposing lengthy delays on the
availability of funds to their customers. The bill would also
establish a requirement that the settlement of an insurance claim
be paid by the insurPr within 20 days after the settlement is
reached or it will accrue interest at a rate of 121 per year.
The bill provides that the tender of payment by the insurer may
be conditioned upon the execution by the claimant of a
satisfactory release and that if such a release is required the
interest would not begin to accrue until the release 1s given to
the insurer.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The impact upon the private sector should be slight. Most
insurers are now issuing drafts that comply with the Federal
Reserve standards, so they should not be affected by this
requirement. The requirement of prompt payment of settlements
should likewise have little effect on insurers since the payment
reflects something they have agreed to do. If the purpose of the
bill 1s achieved, claimants should enJoy the benefit of earlier
payment of the funds to which they are entitled under their
insurance pol1c1es.
8.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The bill should have no impact on the public sector.
IV.

COMMENTS

One of the maJOr complaints relating to the payment of
insurance claims is that when an insurance draft is depo sited in
a bank account, the bank may impose a "hold" of several days or
even weeks before making funds represented by the draft available
to its customer. This delay seems to have less to do with the
physical form of the draft than with the legal rights and
obligations that attach to it.
A check is an order by the owner of the funds to his bank
to pay according to the terms of the check. An insurance
company's draft, on the other hand, 1s ordinarily an instruction
by someone other than the ownPr of those funds (such as an agent
or claims adJuster) and 1s subject to the acceptance of the
owner. Thus, the insurance company on which a draft is drawn may
refuse payment, and, consequently, many banks are reluctant to
make funds represented by a draft promptly available to their
customer Se
Of course, the same problem may arise with a check which
is subject to a stop payment order or which may be returned
unpaid because of insufficient funds. In response to this
problem, several states ?re now cons1der1ng legislation which
would require banks to make funds available to their customers
within a few days of the date of deposit. This bill does not
address that problem.
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Some concern has been expressed that the provisions of the
bill relating to the payment of settlemPnts would interfere with
the payment of "structured settlements" in which payments are
made in installments over an exterded period of time. This is
not the intent of the bill, and staff believes that these
concerns �re not well founded because the bill requires only that
payments be made promptly "according to the terms of the
agreement."

v.

AMENDMENTS
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o!Tered th@ followinr amendment·

On i:u1.ic, __-___ line___,_____

x.11ldx:insert:

Section 2.

:.w.mex

after the period

(.),

Section 627.4265, Florida Statutes,

is created to read:
627 - � -�ayment of settlement.--In any case

where a person and an insurer have agreed to the,
se�t!ement_ of

a_

claim, the insurer shall tender payment

according to the terms of the aqre�ment_nQ__lM�� t�an
15_ d�x_s_ af_t�--�uq!l settlement is reached.

Th� tender

of payment may be conditioned upon execution bf such
person of a release satisfactory to the ins�re � but
) if

the payment is not tendered within 15" days it sh,tj,_l_
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---------·
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�ull•Commerce Committee
l:�l PM

Meeting, 1:30 PM, April 5, 1983, 21 HOB:

Meeting opens.

2:28 PM

Commissioner Bill Gunter
speaks in support of PCB 83-21

PCB 83-21 taken uo.
Rep. Gustafson ex
plans Bill.
1:45 PM

1:52 PM

Rep. Simon offers an amendment
(#1) -- it fails.

Bill Bell, Fla. Hos
oital Ass'n. speaks
on PCB 83-21.
Susan Reynolds, Univ.
of Miami, Jackson
Memorial Hospital,
speaks on PCB 83-21.
George S. Palmer,
Fla. Medical Ass'n.
introduces Dr. Bernard
L. Morgan, Jacksonville,
FMA (he is a Plastic
Surgeon). Dr. Morgan
spoke in opposition to
PCB 83-21.

1:56 PM

Dr. Richard Glatzer,
Dade Co. Medical Ass'n.,
spoke to PCB 83-21.

2:07 PM

Dr. Pat llcCann, Dade Co.
Medical Ass'n., speaks
to PCB 83-21.

Vote taken on PCB 83-21 -
Bill passes.
2:40 PM

2:44 PM
. ���
I? 3
,,.

.,,r ..-E'<.

)'If

2:25 PM

Mary Ann Stiles repre
senting: Medical Ass'n.
as General Counsel &
Associated Industries of
Fla. as GC, spoke to PCB
83-21. She stated that
there has been a Statewide
Fee Schedule since 1935.
5, /'I /11.11

PCB 83-1 taken up.
Amendment 11 offered by Rep.
Meffert -- adopted.
Aroendment #2 offered by Ren.
Hazouri on behalf of Rep.
Pajcic -- adopted.
Rep. Gustafson questions
Rep. Meffert. Ren. Ogden
auestions Rep. Meffert.
Amendment #1 to Amendment #2
offered -- adopted.
//

-

..,L'

;;_)

Amendment 12 to Amendment #2
offered by Rep. Gallagher
adopted. /) { "'I'> -?.<_r:.,,
-, ,, I _ /'..S
,,.

Title amendment offered -
adopte� without objection.

Joe Martin, Fla. Bldg.
Trades Council, spoke
to PCB 83-21.

ReP. Silver questions
Jack Herzog on PCB 83-21.

PCS/HB 145 taken un -
presented by Ren. Hawkins
Vote taken on PCB/HB 145
Bill oasses unanimously.

Daniel Miller, repre
senting Florida AFL-CIO
spoke to PCB 83-21.

Jack Herzog, DOI, speaks
on PCB 83-21.

TAPE 1 - SIDE B

Vote taken on PCB 83-1 -
Bill passes unanimously.
2:55 PM

PCB 83-26 taken up -- pre
sentation by Mr. Meffert.
Amendment #1 offered by
Mr. Unchurch -- adooted
without objection.
Vote taken on PCB 83-26
Bill passes unanimously.
PCB 83-27 taken up.
Vote taken on PCB 83-27
Bill passes unanimously.

Flor4da House of Representatives - 1983

HB 1116

By Corrmittee on Coll'ITlerce

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the payment of insurance
claims; amending s. 627.4035, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, requiring that all payments
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made in this state in satisfaction of insurance
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claims be made in cash; creating s. 627.4265,

6

Florida Statutes, providing procedures for the
payment of settlements; providing an effective
date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

II

11

Section 1.

13

"

Supplement, is amended to read:

·-..
�E

1'

627.4035

-o

16

(1)

�

17

c-

19

gg
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+' C
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.
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Cash payment of premiums1 claims.--

The premiums for insurance contracts issued in

this state or covering risk located in this state shall be

"

�·
-·,. "
�.!!
u +'

Section 627.4035, Florida Statutes, 1982

paid in cash consisting of coins, currency, checks, or money
orders.

Subsection (1) 9hiB-see�¼en is not applicable to:

,0

(2)

21

(a) Reinsurance agreements;

I

{b) Pension plans;
(c) Premium loans, whether or not subJect to an

23

"

automatic provision;
(d) Dividends, whether to purchase additional paid-up

25
26

"

insurance or to shorten the dividend payment period;
{e) Salary deduction plans;
(f) Preauthorized check plans;

21

"

(g) Waivers of premiums on disability;
(h) Nonforfe1ture provisions affording benefits under

JO'
,ii

supplementary contracts; or
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1.26

(1) Such other methods of paying for life insurance as

may be permitted by the department pursuant to rule or
regulation.
(3)

All paymen!.§__gf cl�1ms made in thj.s st�t_e under

any contract of insurance shall be paid 1n cash consisting of

c_o1ns, currency, checks, drafts or money orders, and if by

check or draft shall be 1n such form as will comply with the

standar4s for ca��tems aqopted by the Federal l\eserve System

to fac1l1tate the sorting, routing and mechanized processing

1ol _Q!__such_1t�ms.
11

Section 2.

13

627.4265

12 I created to read:

1.28

l:lus

1.29
1
1.30
1

Payment of settlement.--In any �•��here a

of a claim, the insurer shall tender payment according to the

16, terms of the agreement no later than 20 days after such
17 i settlement is reached.

The tender of payment may be

1.31

1.32
1.33

Section 627.4265, Florida Statutes, is

u I person and an insurer have agreed in writing to the settlement

15

1.27

1.33

1.34

I

l:lus
1. 35

1.36

I 1.37

"I

satisfactory to the insurer, but if the payment is not

1.38

22

12 percent per year from the date of the agreement; provided,

1.39

however, that if the tender of payment is conditioned upon the 1.40

18! conditioned upon execution by such pe_rson _of �elease
20
21

13

"I

15 I

16'

17 I

"

19

JO'
31 ,

tendered within 20 days, it sha_ll�e_ar _!_I!_t_erest at__i!_r_at_e of

execution of a release, the interest shall not begin to _accru�

until the execut�release 1._!!_ten�r_ed !_� th�_�nsurer.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
HOUSE SUMMARY

Requires all payments of claims under an insurance
contract to be made 1n cash. Provides for the payment by
an insurer of any settlement of a claim within 20 days of
the settlement or interest shall be due on the payment,
unless the recipient has failed to execute any release
required by the insurer.
2
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Florida House of Representatives - 1983

HB 1116

By Conrni ttee on COlllllerce

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the payment of insurance
claims; amending s. 627.4035, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, requiring that all payments
made in this state in satisfaction of insurance

u

!_�� I

6

·•

'

�
��
c�
��
u

\0 �

claims be made in cash; creating s. 627.4265,
Florida Statutes, providing procedures for the
payment of settlements; providing an effective
date.

:oaf 9
�
-oJ,. 10

�-

0�

u-

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

� 11
.,
��

t

_!

12

�-,�·� ""

Supplement, is amended to read:

"'"
��

this state or covering risk located in this state shall be

>�
.. �
co

•

Section l.

13

�r

D

&�
-o

a
EC

00

627.4035
(1)

16

I)

• .e 19"

�E

��
u

The premiums for insurance contracts issued in

orders.

20

.e ,,i

�
,.8,

Cash payment of premiums1 qlaims.--

paid in cash consisting of coins, currency, checks, or money

�c
c-

l.!!

Section 627.4035, Florida Statutes, 1982

I

�� nj
��
�� 231
�c

(2)

Subsection (1) �hfe-see�¼en is not applicable to:

(a) Reinsurance agreements;
(b) Pension plans;
(c) Premium loans, whether or not subJect to an

� u! automatic provision;
I
�I
(d) Dividends, whether to purchase additional paid-up

�,
I

v!

I

insurance or to shorten the dividend payment period;
(e) Salary deduction plans;

�i

(f) Preauthorized check plans;

�:

(g) Waivers of premiums on disability;

JOI

(h) Nonforfe1ture provisions affording benefits under

Jll supplementary contracts; or
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170-426-4-3
(1) Such other methods of paying for life insurance as

may be permitted by the department pursuant to rule or

regulation.
(3)

All payments _9f cla1ms_�ade_!_l}__th� ataj;_f;! under

any contract of insurance shall be paid in cash consisting of

coins, currency, checks, drafts or money orders, and if by

check_Q_r d��ft shal_l b� _1,_11 Sl!_Ch f_orm as will comply with_�h_e

.26
1
1.27

1.28

l:lus

l.29

, 1. 0
3
11.31

standards for cash items adopted by the Federal Reserve Syste� l 1.32
to facilitate t_he sorting, routing and mechanized processing

101 2!._i;u.f.h_:;t�ms.
11

Section 2.

13

627.4265

111 created to read:

Section 627,4265, Florida Statutes, is
Payment of settlement.--In any case where•

u

person and an insurer have agreed 1n wr1t1ng to the settlement

16

terms of the agreement no later than 20 days after such

15

of a claim, the insurer shall tender payment according to the

17j settlement 1s reached.

The tender of payment may be

18; cond1t1oned upon execution by such persQn of-� release

19 I satisfactory to the insurer, but if the payme�t 1s _not

tendered w1th1n 20 days, it shall bear interest at a rate of

20

1.33

1.33

1.34

l:lus

1 35
.
, 1.36
1.37

1.38

12 percent per year from the date of the agreement; provided,

21

1.3
however, that if the tender of payment 1s cond1t1oned upon the 1 1.40
9

22
23

execution of a release, the interest shall not begin t_o .ac�u�

24j until the exec_ut�relea:::;e 1�t_ender_ed !_q_ tht:t insurer.
25 i

I
"I

21 I

"

" !
I

30 I

31 :

Section 3.

This act shall take effect OCtober l, 1983.
HOUSE SUMMARY

Requires all payments of claims under an insurance
contract to be made in cash, Provides for the payment by
an insurer of any settlement of a claim within 20 days of
the settlement or interest shall be due on the payment,
unless the recipient has failed to execute any release
required by the insurer.
2
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1.41

1.42

Florida House of Represenht1ves - 1983

HB 1026

By Representitives Gordon, 0�• 1s ind others
1

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to insurance1 creating ss.

627.6411, 627.i577, Florida Statutes; requiring

any health insurance policy that covers

�-�-�
�·
·�·��.-�
"

maternity care to cover the aervices of

u
c

certified nurse-midwives and licensed midwives;

�,
•�

providing an effective date.

c�
u
�
�c

...: �
��
o,
�
O•

�

Ue

&�

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10

Section l.

II

created to read:

12

627.6411

13

•

Maternity care.--Any policy of health

insurance that provides coverage for ■aternity care shall also

co

��
••
f
�
:i.�
-o

Section 627,6411, Florida Statutes, is

.,

IS

cover the services of certified nurse-midwive■ and licensed

16

midwives who have graduated from nursing school or passed an

!iL "§

17

"

��

"

i�

20

�e
·�

�c

u�
0
�L
0
u�

-·" .
••

��
��
.E ';,

�c

•

accredited course in midwifery.
Section 2.

Section 627.i577, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

19

627.6577 Maternity care.--Any group, blanket, or

21

franchise policy of health insurance that provides coverage

22

for maternity care shall also cover the services of certified

13

nurse-midwives and licensed midwives who have graduated from

"

2s

I

nursing school or passed an accredited course in midwifery.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Provides that any health insurance policy that covers
maternity care shall also cover the services of certified
nurse-midwives and licensed midwives.
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STAFF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Du1er W. Lehtinen
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HB 1026 by Gordon, Davis

DATE:

and others
relating to

April 28, 1983

REVISED: __________,

insurance;

REVISED: _________

midwifery
Other Committees of Reference:

REVISED: ________
_,
IDENTICAL*/SIMILAR BILLS�
SB 492*

EFFECTIVE DATE: _____
October 1, 1983

I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The bill mandates coverage under individual and group
health insurance policies for nurse-midwife and licensed
m1dw1fery services if the policy covers maternity care.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Part VI, chapter 627, Florida Statutes, regulates
individual disability insurance policies. It includes provisions
for types of coverage, minimum standards of coverage and optional
coverages. Part VII of chapter 627, Florida Statutes, contains
comparable provisions relative to group, blanket and franchise
disability insurance.
Chapter �85, Florida Statutes, governs regulation of the
practice of midwifery. Lay-midwives, i.e. those who work outside
of hospitals, must be licensed by the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services and conform to all department rules. To
qualify for a license, the individual must have either graduated
from an accepted midwifery school, worked with physicians on at
least 15 labor cases or presented other satisfactory evidence.
Certified nurse mid-wives wo�k in hospitals, are certified
by the American College of Midwifery and regulated by the
(s. 464.012(2) (b))
Department of Professional Regulation.
Midwifery services currently are not mandated to be
covered by insurance policies. Of the approximately 700
companies writing h�alth insurance, some do offer this coverage
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{e.g., Blue Cross/Blue Shield under their state employees group
policy) •

B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

The bill mandates coverage under individual, group,
blanket or franchise health insurance policies for midwifery
services if such policy covers maternity care. Only the services
of certified m1d-w1fes, i.e. those certified by the American
College of Midwifery and regulated by the Department of
Professional Regulation and licensed midwifes who have graduated
nursing school or passed an accredited course in midwifery would
have to be covered in the policy.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

There are opposing views as to the cost impact of this
bill. On one hand, mandating benefits could lead to increased
cost of service if it happens that the price increases simply
because insurance is paying for the service. Or, it could be
that since midwifery services and free-standing birthing centers
are less expensive, costs would decrease.
There should be administrative costs to the insurance
companies who would have to amend their forms.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No significant impact.
IV.

COMMENTS

The sponsor will offer an amendment to strike language on
page 1, lines 16-17 and 23-24 which requires nursing school or
midwifery course passage to be a condition for coverage. Rather,
the prerequisite for coverage for lay midwifes will be licensure
under chapter 485, Florida Statutes. Without the amendment a
considerable segment of lay-midwifes would be excluded from the
bill notwithstanding their having been adequately trained and
licensed.
Employers with ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security
Act) insurance plans are exempt from the provisions of this bill
due to state law, s. 627.651(5), 1982 Supplement. Many self
insured employers fall into this category.
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STAFF SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

HB 1026 by Gordon, Davis

DATE:

and others
relating to

April 28, 1983

REVISED:

insurance;

MaY...ld..,_ 1983

REVISED: _________
REVISED: _________

midwifery
Other Committees of Reference:

IDENTICAL*/SIMILAR BILLS:
SB 492*
EFFECTIVE DATE: _____
October 1, 1983

I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The bill mandates coverage unaer individual and group
health insurance policies for nurse-midwife and licensed
midwifery services if the policy covers maternity care.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Part VI, chapter 627, Florida Statutes, regulates
individual disability insurance policies. It includes provisions
for types of coverage, minimum standards of coverage and optional
coverages. Part VII of chapter 627, Flori da Statutes, contains
comparable provisions relative to group, blanket and franchise
disability insurance.
Chapter 467, Florida Statutes, governs regulation of the
practice of midwifery. Lay-midwives, i.e. those who work outsiCe
of hospitals, must be licensed by the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services and conform to all department rules. To
qualify for a license, the individual must have either graduated
from an accepted midwifery school, worked with physicians on at
least 15 labor cases or presented other satisfactory evidence.
Certified nurse mid-wives work in hospitals, are certified
by the American College of Midwifery and regulated by the
Department of Professional Regulation. (s. 464.012(2) (b))
Midwifery services currently are not mandated to be
covered by insurance policies. Of the approximately 700
companies writing healt� insurance, some do offer this coverage
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HB 1026 /SB__
{e.g., Blue Cross/Blue Shield under their state employees group
policy).
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

The bill mandates coverage under individual, group,
blanket or franchise health insurance policies for midwifery
services if such policy covers maternity care. Only the services
of certified mid-wifes, i.e. those certified by the American
College of Midwifery and regulated by the Department of
Professio�al Regulation and licensed midwifes who have graduated
nursing school or passed an accredited course in midwifery would
have to be covered in the policy.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

There are opposing views as to the cost impact of this
bill. On one hand, mandating benefits could lead to increased
cost of service if it happens that the price increases simply
because ins�rance is paying for the service. Or, it could be
that since midwifery services and free-standing birthing centers
are less expensive, costs would decrease.
There should be administrative costs to the insurance
companies who would have to amend their forms.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No significant impact.
IV.

COMMENTS

Employers with ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security
Act) insurance plans are exempt from the provisions of this bill
due to state law, s. 627.651(5), 1982 Supplement. Many self
insured employers fall into this category.
V.

AMENDMENTS

The House Committee on Commerce, at its meeting of May 10,
1983, adopted an amendment to strike language on page 1, lines
16-17 and 23-24 which requires nursing school or midwifery course
passage to be a condition for coverage. Rather, the prPrequisite
for coverage for lay midwifes will be licensure under chapter
467, Florida Statutes. Without the amendment a cons1rerable
segment of lay-midwifes would be excluded from the bill
notwithstanding their having been adequately trained and
licensed.
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House Action
House Amendment

H-39 [19811

Florida Senate - lll3

SB 111fi!i

ly senator Thomas2-1366-83
A bill to be entitled

1

2

An act relating to insurance, amending s.

4

Division of Rehabilitation and Liquidation of

20.13(2), Florida Statutes, creating the

3

the Department of Insurance, amending s.

5

624 155(2), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement;

6

7

providing for notice in advance of civil

9

1982 Supplement; prohibiting authorization of

action, adding s

8

624 404(8), Florida Statutes,

certain insurers; amending s

10

624 424(1),

11

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing

13

(5), Florida statutes, 1982 Supplement,

for annual statement, amending s

12

624 425(3),

14

providing for power of attorney, providing

16

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing exception

exception, amending s. 624 428(3), Florida

15

17

to the licensed agent law; amending s

19

fees; amending s

624.501,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing

18

626 7Jl(l)(b), Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing

20
21

qualifications for licensure as a general lines

23

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requiring filing of

agent, amending s. 627 331(4), Florida

22

underwriting rules and rates, amending s
627.4145(1), (6), Florida Statutes, 1982

241
25

Supplement, providing for readable language 1n

261

27

policies; amending s

627 461, Florida

29

to interest, creating s

31

claims, amendl!"lg 3

Stat�tes, 1982 Supplement; deleting reference

28

627 4615, Florida

Statutes, spec1£y1ng interest payaole on de�th

30

627 5515(1), (2), Flor::.da
1
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2-1366-83

1

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing exept1ons

2

for out-of-state group life insurance; amending

3

s

•

providing exceptions for out-of-state group

5

health insurance, a.mending s. 627.7264(1),

627 6515(1), (2), Florida Statutes,

6

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requiring

7

disclosure of certain information; amending s

8

627.848(1), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement;

9

providing for mailing of notice of

10

cancellation, repealing ss

11

627 551(6), 627.651(5), Florida Statutes, as

626.989(7),

12

am.ended, relating to exemption from civil

13

liability in fraud investigations and

H

designation of resident agent, providing an

15

effective date.

16
17

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Section 1

Subsection (2) of section 20 13, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read.
20

13

Department of Insurance --There is created a

Department of Inaurance
{2)

The following d1v1s1ons of the Department of

Insurance are established

25

l•I

Division of Insurance Company Regulation

26

(bl

Division of Insurance Consumer Services

27

(c)

D1v1s1on of Risk Management.

28

(di

D1·11s1on of State Fire Marshal

29

(e)

Division of Liquefied Petroleum Gas

30

I fl

D1v1s1on of Insurance Rating

3l

(g)

D1v1s1on of Rehab1l1tat1on ana L19:1:!1da_t1011
2
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2-1366-83
Section 2
2

Subsection (2) of section 624 155, Florida

Statute$, 1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read

3

624 155

•

(2)

Civil remedy --

As a cond1t1on precedent to bringing an action

5

under thls section, the department and the insurer shall be

6

given notice of the violation

7

specificity the facts which allegedly constitute the violat1on

8

and the law which the plaintiff is relying upon, and shall

9

state that such notice is given in order to perfect the right

The notice shall state with

10

to pursue the civil remedy authorized by this section,

No

11

action shall lie if, within 60 days thereafter, the damages

12

are paid or the circumstances giving rise to the violation are

,.

corrected

13

15

section 3

Subsection (8) is added to section 624 404,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, to read
624 404

16

General eligibility of insurers for

17

certificate of authority --To qualify for and hold authority

18

to transact insurance in this state, an insurer must be

19

oth erwise in compliance with this code and with its charter

20

powers and must be an incorporated stock insurer, an

21

incorporated mutual insurer, or a reciprocal insurer, of the

22

same general type as may be formed as a domestic insurer under

23

this code, except that
(8)

24

No insurer, the voting control or ownershi� of

25

which is held in whole or substantial part by any goverrune��

26

or governmental agency, or which �s operated for or by any

27

such government or agency, shall be authorized to transact
Mernber sh1..P_ �n a mu_1;:µal ___!_!1surer, ::ir

28

!_D_!!!Urance in j: h
_ 1 s state

29

subscribersh1p in a reciorocal insurer, or ownership of stock

30

of an insurer by the alien prope�ty custodian or s1milar

31

_Q_�ficial of the United States, or superv1s1::in of an insurer by
3
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1

public insurance supervisory authority shall not be deemed to

2

be an ownership, control, or operat1on of the insurer for the

3

purpo■es of this subsection.

•
5

6
7

Section 4

Subsection (1) of section 624 424, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read.
624.424
(!)

Annual statement and other information.-

Each authorized insurer shall file with the

8

department a full and true statement of its financial

9

condition, transactions, and affairs

The statement shall be

10

filed annually on or before March l, or within such extension

11

of time ther�for as the department, for good cause, may have

12

granted, and shall be for the preceding calendar year.

13

statement shall contain information generally included in

14

insurer financial statements prepared in accordance with

15

generally accepted insurance accounting principles and

16

pract1ces and in a form generally utilized by insurers for

17

financial statements, sworn to by at least two executive

The

18

officers of the insurer or, if a reciprocal insurer, by the

19

oath of the attorney-in-fact or its like officer if a

20

corporation

21

and to facilitate department analysis, the department may by

22

rule adopt the form for financial statements approved by the

23

National Association of Insurance Commissioners or its

24

successor organization and may by rule require each insurer to

25

submit to the department, if available, all or part of the

26

information contained 1n the financial st•tement in a computer

27

readable form compatible with the deoartment's electronic data

28

processing system

29
30

To facilitate uniformity 1n financial statements

Section 5

Subsections (3) and (5) of section 524 425,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read

31

4
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1

2

•
3

624 425

Resident &gent and countersignature required,

property, casualty, surety in surance -(3)

M agent shall not sign or countersign in blank

any policy to be issued outside his office, or countersign in

5

blank any countersignature endorsement therefor, or

6

certificate issued thereunder

7

power of attorney to the issuing insurance company to

•

countersign such documents by imprinting h1s name, or the name

8

An agent may give a written

of the agency or other entity w1th which he may be sharing
626 753(l)(a) and (2)1 thereon in

10

commission pursuant to s

11

lieu of manually countersigning such documents, but an agent

12

shall not give & power of attorney to any other person to

13

countersign any such document in his name unless the person so

l4

authorized is directly employed by the agent and by no other

15

person, and is so employed in the office of the agent

16

(5)

This section shall not be deemed to prohibit an

17

insurer from authorizing an agent, who 1s not regularly

18

commissioned and licensed currently as an agent of the

19

insurer, from countersigning a policy or contract of insurance

20

issued pursuant to the provisions of ss. 627 311 and 627 351 L

21

and shall not apply to re1ssuance of insurance policies or

22

endorsements thereto which are part of a mass reissuance of

23

such policies or endorsements and do not involve a change of

24

orem1um or pavment of agent's corrun1ss1ons

25
26
27

Section 6.

Subsection {3) of section 624 428, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read
624 428

28

insurances

29

{3)

Licensed agent law, life and health

This section does not apply to polic�es of

30

insurance or annuity contracts on nonresidents which are

31

applied for outside, and delive�ed :n, �he s�ate� a�d shall
5
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l
2

not apply to reissuance of insurance policies or endorsements
thereto which are part of a mass re�ssuance of such policies

3

or endorsements and do not involve a change of premium or

•

payment of agent's commissions

5
6
7

Section 7.

Section 62�.501, Florida Statutes, 1982

Supplement, is amended to read
624.501

Filing, license, and miscellaneous fees --The

8

Department of Insurance shall collect 1n advance, and persons

9

so served •hall pay to it in advance, fees, licenses, and

10
11
12
13
H

miscellaneous charges as follows.
(1)

Certificate of authority of insurer

( a)

Filing application for original certificate of

authority, including all documents required to be filed
therewith, filing fee

$25 00
.$50 00

15

(b)

Reinstatement fee

16

(2)

Charter documents of insurer

(a)

Filing articles of incorporation or other charter

17
18

documents, other than at time of application for original

19

certificate of authority, filing fee

20

(b)

. $10 00

Filing amendment to articles of incorporation or

21

charter, other than at time of application for original

22

certificate of authority, filing fee .

23
24
25

(c)

$5 00

Filing bylaws, when required, or amendments
.$5 00

thereof, filing fee
(3)

Annual license tax of insurer, each domestic

26

insurer, foreign insurer, and alien insurer (except that, as

27

to fraternal benefit societies insuring less than 200 members

28

1n this state and the members of which as a prerequisite to

29

membership possess a physical handicap or disability, such

30

license tax shall be $25)

$200 00

31
6
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(4)

1

Annual statement of insurer, filing (except when

2

filed as part of application for original cert1f1cate of

3

authority), filing fee .
(5)

4
5

Insurance representatives, property, marine,

casualty, and surety insurance
(a)

6
7

$60 00

Agent's original license and biennial renewal or

continuation thereof, each insurer·

6

Appointment fee

$22 00

9

State license tax

.12.00

County license tax

10
11

$40 00
(b)

12
13

Solicitor's original license and biennial renewal

or continuation thereof:

14

Appointment fee ..

15

State license tax

16

County license tax.

17

12 00
... 6 00
. . $40.00

(c)

Nonresident agent's original license and biennial

renewal or continuation thereof, license fee
(d)

20

21

$22 00

Total

18
19

6 00

Total

. $50 00

Service representatives; superv1s1ng or managing

general agents

22

Original permit, appointment fee

23

Biennial renewal or continuation of permit, appointment

24

fee. .

$40. 00

25

(6)

Life insurance agents

26

(a)

Agent's license and biennial renewal or

27

$40 00

continuation thereof, each insurer

28

Appointment fee

29

State license tax

30

Co�nty license tax.

• $22 00
12 00
6 00

31
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11
•

(b)

2
3

$-40 00

Total

Nonresident agent's original license and biennial

renewal or continuation thereof, license fee, each insurer
.$20,00

5

(7)

Health insurance agents.

6

{a)

Agent's license and biennial renewal or

7

continuation thereof, each insurer:

8

Appointment fee .

$22 00

9

State license tax

.12 00

10
11

$40 00

Total
{b)

12
13

6.00

County license tax ..

Nonresident agent's original license and biennial

renewal or continuation

thereof, license fee, each insurer
. . .... $20 00

H
(8)

15

All limited licenses as agent, as provided for in

16

s

17

or runner as defined in s

626 321, or for license as limited surety agent, bondsman,

18

represented

19

renewal or continuation thereof, each insurer

648.25, each agent and each insurer

Issuance of original license and biennial

20

Appointment fee .

$22 DO

21

State license tax

12 DO

22

County license tax.

23

6.00
$40 00

Total

24

(9)

Fraternal benefit society agents

Issuance of

25

or1g1nal license and biennial renewal or cont1nuat1on thereof,

26

each insurer·
Appoint�e�t fee

27
28

State license tax

29

County license tax

$22.00
12 DO
6 00
$40 DO

30 ':'otal
31
8
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Vending machines, as authorized under s. 626.531:

1

(10)

2

Original license, each machine, permit fee.

3

Biennial renewal or continuation of license, each

4

$100.00

machine, permit fee

5

. $100.00

Surplus lines agent

(11)

Issuance of original

6

license and biennial renewal or continuation thereof, license

7

fee...

.$150 00

8

(12)

9

(a)

10
11
12
13

AdJusters' licenses and permits
AdJuster's original license and biennial renewal

or continuation thereof, license fee ..
(b)

16
17
18
19

biennial renewal or continuation thereof, license fee.
(c)

$40.00

Emergency adJuster's permit, appointment fee , ....
.... . $10.00

(d)

Claims investigator's permit, appointment fee ....

(e)

Fee to cover actual cost of credit report, when

$20.00
such report must be secured by department
(13)

Filing for license or permit whether or not

20

examination 1s required•

21

filing fee , .

22

.$40 00

Nonresident adJuster's original license and

14
15

.. ...

{14)

application for filing, each filing,
$10 00

Temporary license as agent or adJuster, where

23

expressly provided for, rate of fee for each month of the

24

period for which the license is originally issued, and for

25

which the license is renewed or extended

26

(15)

$5 00

Reissuance, reinstatement, modification resulting

27

in a modif��d license being issued, or duplicate copy of any

28

insurance representative license or permit

29
30

fi&?

.. .. $5 00

snaft��ng e£ aSSre�e eftiy e€ i=eeneee nei9%ftg afty

%hS��al't.ee re�reseft�at%ve�e i%eeftse er �er�=� ------------•�-99

31
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.1.l§lfi�t

1
2

Additional license continuation fees as
. .$5 00

prescribed in chapter 626 .
.Ll:.llfi8f

Filing application for permit to form insurer

•

as referred to in chapter 628, filing fee

6

each domestic or foreign organization....

3

s

�fi97

7
9
10

Annual license fee of rating organization,

(a)

For copies of documents or records on file with

the department, per page ....... .
(b)

.$25.00

Miscellaneous services:

�t�9f

8

S25 00

... $.SO

For each certificate of the department under its

11

seal, authenticating any document or other instrument (other

12

than a licenee, permit, or certificate of authority) .. $1 00
(c)

13

For preparing lists of agents, solicitors,

14

adJusters, and other insurance representatives, and for other

1S

miscellaneous services, such reasonable charge as may be fixed

161 by the department.
17

JlQlfiit

Insurance agency, 3-year license .... $60.00

18

�t�a;

Any person licensed under chapter 626 or

19

chapter 632 on an annual basis shall, in lieu of the fees

20

specified in this section, pay the fees that were payable

21

under this section as it existed on September 30, 1982, and

22

such fees shall be deposited as �quired bys. 624 523 as it

23

existed on that date

24

February 29, 1984

2s

Section 8.

This subsection shall expire on

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section

26

626 731, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to

27

read:

28

626 731

29

license --

JO

(1)

31

Qualifications for general lines agent's

The department shall not grant or issue a license

as general lines agent to any individual found by 1t to be
COOING We,41 ,n __. ..........
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1

untrustworthy or incompetent or who does not meet each and all

2

of the following qualifications, and unless from the

3

application for license it affirmatively appears

4

(b)

That the applicant has been a bona fide resident

5

of this state for at least 1 year last past, except that the

6

department, in its discretion, may waive the requirement for l

7

years' residency 1n this state if the applicant 1s an employee

8

of an insurer or an agency and is under the supervision of a

9

currently licensed general lines agent

The 1-year residency

10

requirement of this subsection does not apply to an applicant

11

for a limited license under s

12

bona fide resident of this state.

626.321(l)(b) or (g) who 1s a

,.

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read.

16

claims experience, rating information --

13

15
17

18

Section 9
627 331
(4).lll

Subsection (4) of section 627.331, Florida
Recording and reporting of loss, expense, and

The department shall require insurers and

rating organizations to furnish it with copies of their rates,

19

rating schedules, and rating manuals; aae �aeen.r����a� n:i.ie�

20

which are in effect, and copies of any changes thereto, as

21

soon as practicable following their effective dates, but in no
Underwriting rules not

22

event later than 30 days thereafter

23

contained in rating manuals shall be filed for private

24

passenger automobile and homeowners' insurance.

25

(b)

Eor individual risks that are not rated in

26

accordance with the insurer's rates, rating schedules, rating

27

manuals, and underwriting rules filed with the department and

28

which have been sub�1tted to the insurer for �ndividual

29

rating, the insurer 1s required to file rates with the

30

department for such individual risks as soon as practicable

31
11
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l

following the effective date of the policy b�t in n�vent

2

later than 90 days thereafter
i.£1.

3

The submission of rates, rating schedules, and

4

rating manuals to the department by a licensed rating

5

organization of which an insurer is a member or subscriber

6

will be sufficient compliance with this subsection for any

7

insurer maintaining membership or subscribership in such

•

organization, to the extent that the insurer uses the rates,

9

rating schedules, and rating manuals of such organization

10

All such information shall be available for public inspection,

11

upon receipt by the department, during usual business hours

12

Section 10

Subsections (1) and (6) of section

13

627.4145, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to

14

read

15

627.4145

16

(1)

Readable language in insurance policies.-

Every policy shall be readable as required by this

17

section.

18

policy form or endorsement
(a)

19

For purposes of this section,

11

policy" means a

A policy is deemed readable 1f

The text achieves a minimum score of 45 on the

20

Flesch reading ease test as computed 1n subsection (5) or an

21

equivalent score on any other test comparable in result and

22

approved by the department;

23

tB7

it :e pr¼a�e97 eKeept ier epee¼€¼eat¼eft pagee7

24

eefte9��ee7 aft9 tal!llee; :a ae� leee t�aft 8-pe¼at tyi,e; l pe:at

25

l:eaaea,.

26
27
28

lli_fe;

It uses layout and spacing which separate the

paragraphs from each other and from the border of the paper,
1£lfdt

It has section titles that are captioned in

29

boldfaced type or that otherwise stand out s1gn1f1cantly from

30

the text,

31
12
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l

llife1

It avoids the use of unnecessar1l1 :ong,

2

complicated, or obscure words, sentences, paragraph$, or

3

constructions,
�f£7

4

The style, arrangement, and overall 3ppearar.ce

5

of the policy give no undue prominence to any portion of the

6

text of the policy or to any er.dorsetr,ents or riders, and

7

.illf�+

It contains a table of contents or an index of

B

the principal sections of the policy, if the policy has nore

9

than 3,000 words or if the policy has more than three pages

10

(6)

This section does not apply to

11

(a)

Any policy which is a security subJect to f�deral

12

Jurisdiction;

13
14

{b)

Any group policy covering a group of 1,000 or more

lives at date of issue, other than a group credit life

15

insurance policy or � group credit health insurance pollCf,

16

however, this paragraph shall not exempt any certificate

17

issued pursuant to a gro�p policy delivered or issued for

1B

delivery in this st�te,

19

(c)

Any group annuity contract which serves as a

20

funding vehicle for pension, prof1t-shar1ng 1 or deferred

21

compensation plans,
(d)

22

Any form used in connection with, as a conversion

23

from, as an addition to, or in exchange pursuant to a

24

contractual provision for a policy delivered or issued for

25

delivery on a form approved or permitted to be :ssued prior to

26

the dates such forms must be approved under this section, or
(e)

27

Any policy or form, or partial revision thereof,

2B

or renewal thereof, which pol1c1 or =arm 1s filed prior to

29

October 1, 1983

30
31

(f)

Endorsements filed on or after October 1, 1983,

which_��dify ool1cy forms orior to October 1, 1983
:3
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Section 11

1
2

Section 627 461, Florida Statutes, 1982

Supplement, is amended to read
627 461

3

Settlement on proof of death --Every contract

4

shall provide that, when a policy becomes a claim by the death

5

of the insured, settlement; pl�s �a�eres� a� a ra�e ef lQ

6

pereeft� per year ireffl wr���eft fte��ee ei dea�ft; shall be made

7

upon receipt of due proof of death and surrender of the

8

policy
Section 12

9

10

Section 627 4615, Florida Statutee, is

created to read:
627 4615

11

Interest payable on death claims.--When a

12

policy provides for payment of its proceeds 1n a lump sum upon

13

the death of the insured, such payment shall include interest

H

at the rate of 10 percent per year from the date the insurer

15

receives written notice of death of the insured
Section 13

16

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

17

627 5515, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to

18

read

19

627 5515

20

(1)

Out-of-state groups

Any group life insurance policy issued or

21

delivered outside this state under which a resident of this

22

state is provided coverage shall comply with the provisions of

23

this part 1n the same manner as group life policies issued 1n

24

this state, except that this part shall not apply to policies

25

issued to employee qrouos thei compos1 ti.on o_f_w_l}::!,<:;:_h is

26

substantially as described 1n s

27

(2)

627.552

This part does not apply to a group life insurance

28

policy issued or delivered outside this state under which a

29

resident of this state 1s provided coverage 1£

30
31

(a)

The pol�cy is issued to aft e�pleyee �rett, tfte

ee�pee���eft e€ w��eft �e s�s�aft��a:ly a� �eser��ed �� 514
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1

ia��§§a� a labor union group the composition of which 1s

2

substantially as described 1n s

627 554, a trustee group the

3

composition of wh1ch is suostantially as described in s

4

627 555, a credit union group the composition of which is

5

substantially as described in s

6

complying with s

7

composition of wh1ch 1s substantially as described in s

627 556, an additional group

627 5565, an assoc1at1on group the

8

627 572; an assoc1at1on group to cover persons associated 1n

9

any other common group, which common group is formed primarily

10

for purposes other than providing insurance, a group which is

11

!!stabl1shed primarily for the purpose of pro•1:.dir,g group

12

insurance, provided the benefits are reasonable in relation to

13

the premiums charged thereunder and issuance of the group

H

policy has resulted, or will result, in economies of

15

admin1strat1on, or a group of insurance agents of an insurer,

16

which insurer 1s the pol1cyholder,

17
18

(b)

Certificates evidencing coverage under the polict

are 1ssued to residents of this state and contain 1n

19

contrasting color and not less than lO-po1nt type the

20

following statement

21

your coverage are governed primarily by the law of a state

22

other than Florida ", and

23
24

{c)

"The benefits of the policy prov1d1ng

The pol1cy provides the benefits spec1f1ed in s

627 566
Section 14

25

Subsections {l) and {2} of section

26

627 6515, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to

27

read

28

627 6515

29

(1)

Out-of-state group --

Any group health insu�ance policy issued or

30

delivered outside this state under which a resident of this

31

state 1s provided cov�rage sI'all co�ply with the p�ov:s1ons cf
15
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1

this part in the same manner as group health policies issued

2

in this state, except that this part shall not apply to

3

policies issued to employee groups the compos1t1on of____!IP�ch ��

4

substantially as described in s

5

(2)

627 653

This part does not apply to a group health

6

insurance policy issued or delivered outside this state under

7

which a resident of this state is provided coverage if:

8
9

(a)

The policy is issued to

al'!.

e�pleyee ype�p Ue

ee��ee���en ei wa�e� �e e�e�an��ally ae SeeeP�8eS �n e�

10

6��-653� a labor union group or association group the

11

composition of which is substantially as described in s

12

627 654, an additional group the composition of which is

13

substantially as described in s. 527.656, a group insured

14

under a blanket health policy when the composition of the

15

group 1s substantially in compliance with s

16

insured under a franchise heal th policy when the composition

627.659, a group

17

of the group is substantially in compliance with s. 627 663;

18

an association group to cover persons associated in any other

19

common group, which common group is formed primarily for

20

purposes other than providing insurance, a group which 1s

21

established primarily for the purpose of providing group

22

insurance, provided the benefits are reasonable 1n relation to

23

the premiums charged thereunder and the issuance of the group

24

policy has resulted, or will result, in economies of

25

administration, or a group of insurance agents of an insurer,

26

which insurer 1s the policyholder,

27

(b)

Certificates evidencing coverage under the policy

28

are issued to residents of this state and contain 1�

29

contrasting color and not less than 10-point type the

30

following statement·

"The benefits of the policy providing

31
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l

your coverage are governed primarily by the law of a state

2

other than Florida", and

3
4

(c)

627 6575, 627 667, and 627 6675
Section 15

5
6

The policy provides the benefits specified 1n ss

7

627.7264

8

(1)

9

Subsect:on (1) of section 627 7264,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read.
Disclosure of certain 1nformat1on required.-

Each insurer which ctoes or may pro11de liab1l1ty

insurance coverage to pay all or a portion of any claim which

10

might be made shall provide, within 30 days of the written

11

request of the cl•imant, a statement, ur.aer oath, ot a

12

corporate officer or the insurer's claims manager or

13

superintendent, setting forth the following information w:th

14

regard to each known policy of insurance, 1nclud1ng excess or

15

umbrella insurance

16

(a)

The name of the insurer

17

(b)

The name of each insured

18

(c)

The limits of the liability covera�e

19

{d)

A statement of any policy or coverage defense

20

which such insur�r reascnably believes ls available to s�ch

21

insurer at the time of filing such �tatement

22

(e}

A copy of the �olicy

23
24

In addition, the insured, or his insurance agent, upon writ�en

25

request of the claimant or the claimant's atto�ney, shall

26

disclose the name and c:::\·erage of each k:10wn :nsurer to the

27

claimant and shall forward �uch a request for information as

28

required by this subsec�ion t� al� affected 1ns�rers

29

insurer shall then suppiy the information required in t�is

30

subsection to the claimant wit�in 30 days of receipt of such

31

request

:-re

17
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2-1366-83
Section 16

1
2

Subsection (1) of section 627.848, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read
627.848

3

Cancellation of insurance contract upon

4

default.--When a premium finance agreement con�ains a power of

5

attorney or other authority enabling the premium finance

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

company to cancel any insurance contract listed in the
agreement, the insurance contract shall not be canceled unless
cancellation is in accordance with the following provisions
(1)

Not less than 10 days' written notice shall be

mailed to �e�veS ��e� each insured shown on the premium
finance agreement of the intent of the premium finance company
to cancel his insurance contract unless the defaulted
installment payment is received within 10 days
Section 17

Subsection (7) of section 626 989,

15

subsection (6) of section 627.551, and subsection (5) of

16

section 627.651, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapters 82-

17

243 and 82-386, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed
Section 18

18
19

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law

20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

1B
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Wlthm the Department of Insurance, providing for review and re
peal under the Regulatory Sunset Act, prov1dmg an effective date
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8 19, referred
to the EngroMmg Clerk
HB 573--A bill to be entitled An act relating to nursmg, adding
a new subsection (() to s. 464 018, Florida Statutes, restr1ctmg the
Board of Nursing from remstatmg the license of any nurse found
guilty on three separate occa.s1orn1 of vtolatlons mvolvmg the d1ver1non of dru� from patients to personal use or sale, reenacting s
464 OU (3), Flonda Statutee, to incorporate the amendment to s
464- 018, Florida Statutes, m a reference thereto, prov1dmg an ef
fective date

April 28, 1983

Amendment 2-On page 1, lme 11, after the colon, msert Sec
tion 1 Sectmn 627 461, Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, IS amended
to read
627.461 Settlement on proof of death -Every contract shall pro
vide that, when a pohcy becomes a claim by the death of the
msured, settlement, plus mbc..est at a tabc. of %9 pe. cent pe1 ,ea1
Fi:om htlttca amhee ef death, shall be made upon receipt of due
proof of death and surrender of the pohcy
Section 2

Section 627 (615, Floncla Statutes, 1s created to read

627 4615 Jntereit payabk on ckath clamu.-When a policy pro
uuits for payment of it/If proceeds m a lump sum upon the <hath of the
insured, /lluch payment shall mclu<k interest at the ratt of 12 �ret!nt
�r year from the date the insurer rtawe!l wrttttn notice of death of
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8 19, referred th, uuured lfthe policy proui<k!l for an alternatiue payment method
pay�nl$ i!hall mcluck mtereit at the rate of 12 �ret!nt �r year
to the Engrossing Clerk.
from the date such paymtnts are dul!. (and renumber subsequent
sections)

HB 483-A bill to be entitled An act relating to commumty
redevelopment, amending s 163 410, Flonda Statutes, provtd.mg
an exemption from cert.am prov1s1oru1 apphcable to community re
development agencies in home rule charter counties for e:ustmg
municipal community redevelopment agencies m counties which
adopt home rule charters; proTidmg an effective date.
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8 19, referred
to the Engroamg Clerk.
HB 1072-A bill to be entitled An act relating to remote finan
cial sernce umts; amendmg s. 658 65 (1) (a) and (9), Florida Stat
utes, redefinmg "bank" for the purpose of th.is section, providing
that out-of-state banks may use m this state remote finanCial ser
vice umts under cert.am limited conditions; prov1dmg an effective
date.
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19, referred
to the Engrossing Clerk
HB 1104-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to motor vehicle
m.turance, amend.mg s 627 727 (1) and (2), Florid.a Statutes, 1982
Supplement, requmng insurers to provide only excess uninsured
motorist coverage; amending • 627 7286, Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, relatmg to renewal of pohc1es and settmg of rates;
provtdmg an effective date

Rep Danson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted
Representative Danson offered the followmg title amendment
Amendment 3-On page 1, hne 3, after the semicolon, msert
amend.mg s. 627 461, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, modify
mg settlement provisions required in hfe insurance contracts; cre
ating s 627.4615, Florida Statutes; prov1dmg for payment of mter
est on claims under hfe msurance pol1C1es,
Rep Dall80n moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJechon.
Representatives Woodruff, Gustafson, and Meffert offered the
following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, hne 19, strike "i!ab!;factory to tht
m!!lll"U" and iruiert. mutually agrttablt to tM msuru and tM cku.mant
Rep. Woodruff moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted Under Rule 8 19, the b11l was referred. to the Engrossmg
Clerk

HB 1124-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the State Com
prehensive Health Association Act, amend.mg s 627 6482 (3), (4),
and (7), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and add.mg subsection
(8) thereto, definmg "agent" and makmg certain technical changes
1n defimtion of "health msurance," "insurer" and "phin"; amend
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19, referred mg s 627.6484, Flomla Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg clar
to the EngrOl!ISmg Clerk.
ifying language that the Comprehemnve Health AAsoc1at10n, not
md.indual 1nsurer11, will provide the comprehensive health insur
ance plan, proVldmg a postponement m the requrred date of ava1l
HB 1118-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the payment of
abihty of pohc1ee, amend.mg s 627 6486 (2) (e), Florida Statutes,
maurance clauns, amend.mg • 627 4035 , Florida Statutes, 1982
1982 Supplement, removing the restriction that persons be adults
Supplement, requinng that all payments made m this state in
to be ehg1.ble for coverage, subst1tutmg "insurer" for "earner",
satisfaction of insurance claims be made m cash; creatmg s 627 4265,
amendmg s 627 6488 (2) (a) and (c), (3), and (4), Florida Statutes,
Florida Statutes, providing procedures for the payment of settle
1982 Supplement; providmg technical changes, deletmg the require
ments, prov1dmg an effective date
ment that the aasoc1at1on provide for reinsurance, providing for
organizational assessments; a.mendmg ss. 627 649 (3) (d), 627 6492 (1),
-was read the second time by title
and 627 6494 (3), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prOV1dmg tech
nical changes, amendmg s 627 6498 (2) (b), (3) (a), (5) (a) and (c), and
(7), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providmg for rating of dif
Representative Meffert offered the followmg amendment
ferences m pohc1es issued to persons eligible for Medicare, provid
Amendment 1-0n page 2 hne 20 after the comma insert. for mg an exemption from deductibles; authonzmg the association to
/lluch othu da.tt a., the agreement may prouide,
estabhsh cert.am rates; clanfymg provisions relating to the pri
macy of payments from other source�, amendmg s 817 234 (lJ !a),
Rep Meffert moved the adoption of the amendment, which was Florida Statutes, prov1dmg penalty for fraudulent claims; provid
adopted W 1thout obJect1on, further consideration of HB 1116 was ing an effective date.
temporarily deferred
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19, referred
Subsequently, the House returned to consideration of HB 1116 to the Engrossmg Clerk
and, Representatives Dan.,on, Meffert, and Gustafson offered the
HB 832-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to local govern
followmg amendment
ment, amendmg !S 125 68 (1) and 166 04115), Florida Statutes,
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Amendment 1-0n page 3, hne 7, strike "2" and msert.

4

Rep. Woooruff moved the adoption of the amendment. Without
ob1ect1on, the amendment was withdrawn
On motion by Rep Wood.ruff, the rules were waived and CS/HB
157 was read the third time by title On pas&!lge, the vote was:
Yeao--117
The Chall'
Abrams
Allen
Armstrong
Arnold
Batley
Bankhead

Baso

Bell
Brantley
Bro080n
Brown, C
Brown, T C
Burke
Burnoed
Burrall
Carlton
Carpenter
Casas
Clark
Clements
Combee
Cortma
Cosgrove
Crady
Crotty
Dantzler
DaVIS
Deratany
Deutsch

Drage
Dunbar
Euley
EvaM-Jones
Figg

Fnedman

Gallagher
Gardner
Gordon
Grant

Lehman
Lehtmen
Lewis
Liberti
Lippman
Locke

Logan

Mackenzie
Martm
Martinez
McEwan
Grindle
Meffert
Gustafson
Messersmith
Hanson
Metcalf
Hargrett
Mills
Harm
Hawkm•, L R. Mitchell
Hawk.JW!I,M. E.Morgan
Murphy
Hazoun
Nergard
Healey
Ogden
Hill
Hodge•
Pajc1c
Hollingsworth Patchett
Johnson, B L Peeplel.'I
JohMon, R. C Pre..
Johnson, RM Ready
Reavel.'I
Jones, C. F.
Reddick
Jones, D L
Reynolds
Kelly
Richmond
Kutun
Robmson
Lawson

Ro•
Sample
Sanderson
Selph
Shackelford
Shelley
Silver
Simon
Simone
Smith
Spaet
Stewart
Thomas
Thompson
Titone
Tobiassen

Tobm

Upchurch
Wa11ace
Ward
Watt
Webl.'lter
Wemstock
Wetherell
W1lhams
Woodruff
Young

Section 627 4615, Flonda Statutes, 1s created to read

627.4615 Interest payable on death claims.-When a policy pro
vides for payment of 1ts proceeds m a lump sum upon the death of
the msured, l.'luch payment shall mclude mterest at the rate of 10
percent per year from the date the msurer receives wntten due
proof of death of the msured This section l.'lhall apply to all policies
or contracts dehvered or issued for dehvery m this state on or after
October 1, 1983 (and renumber the subsequent sections)
Rep. Danson moved the adoption of the amendment, which wu
adopted Without obJect1on
Representatl ves Danson and Hazouri offered the followmg title
amendment.
Amendment 3-On page 1, hne 2, after the semicolon, msert
amendmg s 627 461, Florida Statutel.'I, 1982 Supplement, ehmmat
mg mterest payments with respect to death claims under certam
insurance contracts, creatmg s 627 4615, Florida Statutes, prov1d
mg for payment of mterest on claims under hfe msurance policies;
Rep Danson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n
Representative Meffert offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 4-On page 1, hne 24, after the period msert Sec
tion 3 Section 627 4035, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, ts
amended to read
627 4035

Cal.'lh payment of premiums, claims -

The premrnms for msurance contracts issued m this state or
covermg ril.'lk located m this state shall be paid m cash cons1stmg of
c01M, currency, checks, or money orders
(1}

(2)

Subsection (1) '11t1s seet101! 1s not applicable to

(a) Remsurance agreements;
(b) Pension plans,
(c) Premmms loans, whether or not subJect to an automatic
prOVlSIOn,

Nays-2
Dan.son

Section 2

853

Dudley

So the bill pa.Med and wu 11nmed1ately certified to the Senate
RB 1026-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to msurance,
creatmg SI.'! 627.&Ul, 627.6577, Florida Statutes, requirmg any
health insurance pobcy that covers maternity care to cover the
l.'lervices of certified. nurse-midwives and licensed midwives, provid
ing an effective date
-was read the second time by title
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amendment·
Amendment 1-0n page 1, lines 15-17, and Imes 23-24, stnke
"hcensed midwtves who have graduated from nursing school or
passed an accredited course m midwifery" and msert midwives
hcensed pursuant to chapter •67
Rep Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect10n
Representatives Danson and Hazoun offered the followmg
amendment
Amendment 2-0n page 1, hne 9, after the colon. msert Sec
tion 1 Sect10n 627.461, F1onda Statut.es, 1982 Supplement, IS amended
to read
627 461 Settlement on proof of death -Every contract shall pro
vide that, when a pohcy becomes a claim by the death of the
insured, settlement, plt1n .nt.c.nst at a rnhe of 1:0 pe,cenh pct ;ca:
hom n,t�IK!a act1ec of death, .!!hall be made upon receipt of due
proof of death and surrender of the policy

(d) D1v1dends, whether to purchase add1t1onal paid-up msurance
or to shorten the d1v1dend payment period;

(e) Sal ary deduction plans,
(fl

Preauthor1zed check plans,

(g) Wa1ven ofpremmms on d1sab1hty,
(h) Nonforfe1ture proV1s1ons afford.mg benefits under supplemen
tary contracts, or
(1) Such other methods of paymg for hfe msurance al.'I may be
penmtted by the department pursuant to rule or regulation,

(3) All payments of claurl.3 mack in lhl.$ state unckr any contract
of in&urance shall be paid in cash conststing of coins, currency,
checlu, drafts or money orckrs, and lf by check or draft shall be m
such form M wtll comply wtth the standards for cash items adopted
by the Federal Reserve System to facilitate the sorting, routing and
mechanized proceismg of such items.
Section 4

Section 627 4265, F]onda Statutes, 1s created to read

627 4265 Payment of settlement-In any case u•here a person
and an insurer have agreed m writmg to the settlement of a claim,
tht insurer �hall tender payment according to the terms of the agre�
ment no later than 20 days a�er such '1.ettlement ts reached. The
tenckr of payment may be condttwned upon e:ucutwn by :.uch person
of a rele0$e mutually agreeable to the insurer and the claimant, but
if the payment u not tendered wtthm 20 days, or such other date as
the agreement may provuk, it shall bear interest at a rate of 12
percent per year from the date of the agreement, provided., however,
that if the tender of payment ts conditwned upon the encutwn of a
relt!ase, the interest shall not begin to accrue until the executed
release is tendered to the m:.urer
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Rep. Meffert moved the adopt10n of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJecbon
Representative Meffert offered the following title amendment
Amendment 5-0n page 1, hne 2, after the semicolon, msert
amending s. 627 4035, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requir
ing that all payments made m this state m satisfaction of insurance
clauns be made m cash, creating s 627 4265, Florida Statutes,
prov1dmg procedures for the payment of �ttlements,
Rep. Meffert moved the adoption of the amendment, which wu
adopted without objection
Representative Danson offered the following amendment·
Amendment 6---On page 1, hne 24, after the period, m8ert Sec
tion 3. Subsection (8) ts added to section 624 404, Flonda Statutes,
1982 Supplement, to read:
624.404 General ehgib1hty of msurers for certrlicate of authon
ty -To quahfy for and hold authonty to transact insurance 10 this
state, an insurer must be otherWJ.se 10 compliance with thls code
and with 1t8 charter powers and must be an 10corporated stock
insurer, an incorporated mutual insurer, or a reciprocal numrer, of
the aame general type u may be formed as a domestic insurer
under thls code; except that.

(8) No imurer, tM voting control or ownership of whtch i..s Mld
m whoh or •ub•tanbal part by any xovtrnment or go�rn�ntal
agency, or whu:h ts operalld for or by any •uch govtrnmLnt or
agency, !!hall be authoriud to transact msuranct in thi..s stat� Mtm·
bership m a mutual in•urer, or !!Ub!lcribership in a reciprocal insur
er, or owll#!rship of stock of an insurer by the alun property custo
dian or similar offi,cial of the Um�d States, or supervision of an
,ruurer by publu: iruurllnet! su�rvr.sory authority shall not� chemt!d
to be an ownership, control, or operation of the insurer for the pur
J>O!lf!S ofthts subsection.
Rep. Danson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection
Representative Danson offered the following title amendment·
Amendment 7-On page 1, hne 6, after the semicolon, msert:
prohibiting msurers who are controlled or owned by any govern
ment or governmental agency to transact insurance busmess m
this state;
Rep. Danson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJection.
On motion by Rep. Gordon, the rules were waived and HB 1026,
as amended, was read the third time by title On passage, the vote

.....

YeM-106
Abrams
Allen
Armstrong
Arnold
Bailey
Bankhead
B ...
Bell
Brantley
Bronson
Brown, C
Brown, T. C
Burke
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Carpenter

c.....

Clark
Clement8
Combee
Cortma
Coegrove
Crady
Crotty
Daruon
Dantzler
Davis
Deratany
Deut.8Ch
Drage
Dudley
Dunbar
Easley
Evam-Jones
Figg

Friedman
Johmon, R. M
Gallagher
Jones, C F.
Gardner
Jones, D L
Gordon
Kelly
Grant
Kutun
Gnndle
Lawson
Gustafson
Lehman
Hanson
Lehtinen
Hargrett
Lewie
Harn•
Lippman
HawkiM, L R. Locke
Hawk.nu1, M E. Mackenzie
Hazouri
Martm
Healey
McEwan
Htll
Meffert
Holhng11worth Messerl'lmith
JohMOn, B. L Metcalf
Johmon,R C. Mill•

Mitchell
Morgan
Murphy
Nergard
PaJcic
Patchett
Peeples
Ready
Reaves

Reddick
Reynolds
Richmond
Robmson
Ro•
Sample
Selph
Shelley
Simon

Smith
Spaet
Stewart
Thomu
Titone
Tobiassen
Tobm
Upchurch
Wallace
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Ward
Watt
Webster
Wemstock
Wetherell
Woodruff
Young

Nayl'l-2
Sanderson

Simone

Votes aft.er roll call
Nays-Shackelford
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified to
the Senate after engrOMment.
HB 479--A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to crmunal Justice;
amend.mg e 23 152, Flonda Statutes, specifying the membership of
the Florida Council on Crimmal Justice, reviving and readopting
BO. 23.15, 23.151, 23152, 23.154, 23.155, 23 156, Flonda Statute,,
as amended, notwithstand.mg the provis1ona ofChapter 82-150,
Lawe of Flonda; provtchng for future revtew and repeal of Mid
sectioM, providing a retroactive effective date
-was read the second time by title On motion by Rep. Clement8,
the rules were waived and the bill was read the third time by title.
On passage, the vote was·
Yea.!--112
The Chair
Abrams
Allen
Arm.strong
Arnold
Bailey
Bankhead
B"""
Bell
Brantley
Bronson
Brown, C
Brown, TC
Burke
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton

c....

Clark
Clements
Combee
Cortma
Cosgrove
Crady
Crotty
Daru,on
Dantzler
Davis

Deratany
Deutsch
Drage
Dudley
Dunbar
Easley
EvaM.Jones
Figg
Friedman
Gallagher
Gardner
Gordon
Grant
Gnndle
Gustafson
Hanson
Hargrett
Harris
Hawkms, LR
Hawk.ins, M E
Hazoun
Healey
Hill
Hodges
Hollmgsworth
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R.C
Johmon, R. M.

Jones, C F
Jones, D L.
Kelly
Kutun
Lawson
Lehman
Lehtmen
Lewie
Lippman
Locke
Logan
Martin
Martmez
McEwan
Meffert
Metcalf
Mi118
Mitchell
Morgan
Murphy
Nergard
PaJctc
Peeple1
Pr...
Ready
Reaves
lwdd1ck
Reynolds

Richmond
Robinson
Ro•
Sample
Sanderson
Selph
Shackelford
Shelley
Simon
Simone
Smith
Spaet
Stewart
Thomas
Thoml)80n
Titone
Tobiassen
Tobm
Upc hurch
Wallace
Ward
Watt
Webeter
Weinstock.
Wetherell
Wilhams
Woodruff
Young

Nay!'I-None
Votes aft.er roll call
Yeas-Carpenter, Silver
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the Senate
HB 106-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to engmeermg,
amendmg •· 471 003 (2) (1), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, chang
ing the types of construction proJects upon which cert.am electrical.
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Jones,C F
Figg
Kelly
Friedman
Kutun
Gallagher
Lawson
Gardner
Lehtinen
Grant
Lewis
Grmdle
Liberti
Hanson
Hargrett
Lippman
Harris
Locke
Hawkms, LR Logan
Hawkins,M E.Mackenzie
Hazouri
Martm
Hill
Martinez
Holhngsworth McEwan
Meffert
Jamerson
Johnson, B L. Messersmith
Johnson, RC Metcalf
Johnson, RM Mills

Mitchell
Morgan
Murphy
Nergard
Ogden
Peeples
Press
Ready
Reddick
Reyn olds
Robinson

Simon
Simone
Smith
Spaet
Stewart
Thomas
Thompson
Titone
Tobia.Men
Tobm
Upchurch
Wallace
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Young

June 2, 1983

and to each member of the 1983 LakeCity Community College
Women's Slow prtch &ftball Team
-WM read the first time by title, second time by title, and adopted
Pursuant to notice prev10usly given, the hour of 3 30 p m havmg
arr1Ved, on motion by Rep. Gustaf80n-

CS for SB 1065-A bill to be entitled An act relating to msurance;
amending s 20 13 {2), Florida Statutes, creating the D1v1s10n of
Rehab1htat10n and L1qu1dat1on of the Department of Insurance,
amending s 624 155 (2), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, proV1dmg
Ros
for notice m advance of civil action, addmg s 624 40( (8), Florida
Sample
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, proh1b1tmg authonzat10n of certam
Sanderson
insurers, amend.mg s 62-4 424 (1), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement;
Selph
proVlding for annual statement, amend.mg s. 62" 425 (3), (5), Flonda
Shackelford
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for power of attorney; proVIdmg
Shelley
exception, a.mendmg s 624- 428 (3), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
Silver
prov1dmg exception to the hcensed agent law; amendmg !'II 624 501,
Nays-None
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; providing fees, amending s.
626 731 (1) (b), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; prov1dmg
Votes after roll call
quahficat1ons for hcensure as a general Imes agent, amendmg s
627 331 (4), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requinng filing of
Yeas-Burnsed, Healey
underwntmg rules and rate.!!, amend.mg s 627.4145 (lJ, (6), Flonda
So the bill pused u further amended The action, together vnth Statutes, 1982 S
upplement, proVIdmg for readable language m pohaes;
the bill and amendments thereto, was immechately certified to the amending� 627 461, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, deletmg
Senate.
reference to interest, creatmg s 627 4615, Fland.a Statutes, spec1fymg
intere.!'llt payable on death claim.!'11, amendmg s 627 7264 (1), Florida
On motion by Rep. Holhngsworth, the rules were waived andStatutes, 1982 Supplement; requmng mBC1osure of certam information,
amending s 627.848 (1), Florida St.a tu.tee, 1982 Supplement, proVJcling
By RepreM!ntative Holhngsworthfor ma1lmg of notice of canceHation; amending s. 627 743, Florida
HR 1366-A re80lution com.mendmg the Natmnal Champ10n Lake Statutes, as created by chapter 82-243, Laws of Florida, relatmg to
City Community College Women's Slow-pitch Softball Team.
payment of third-party claims, amending s 627 914 (5), Flonda
WHEREAS, on May 10, 1983, the LakeCityCommunity College Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for reports by workers' com
Women's Slow-pitch Softball Team defeated rts final opponent m pensation insurers, amendmg s 63,4 121 (2), Flonda Statutes, 1982
the National JumorCollege Women's Invitational Slow-pitch Soft Supplement; providing for the fihng of forms, amending s 634 1216,
ballChampionship Tournament m Cullman, Alabama, thus becom• Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, proVIding for ratmg filmgs,
mg the first national Junior college champion team m that sport, proVIdmg an unearned premium re.!'llerve account, amending s
625 012 Ul), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; proVIdmg for the
and
inclusion of computer operating software equipment, amendmg .!I
WHEREAS, .!lmce this tournament was open to all commumty 624 604, Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement , proVIdmg a new defi•
and Junior colleges ih the country mcludmg teams from many .!It.ates nibon for "property insurance", prov1dmg an effective date
such as Pennsylvama and NorthCarolina, it 1.!I truly a nationwide
-was read the second time by htle.
championslup, and
Representative
Gustafson offered the followmg title amendment:
WHEREAS, the team's outstandmg season record of 47 wins
against only 13 losses md1cate.!I that its performance in the national
Amendment 1-0n page 1, lme 7, after the word "for" msert
champ1om:h1p wu no mere fluke but the result of good coaching, wntten
high team spmt and devotion to the concept of wmnmg through
Rep Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
good sport..mamb1p, and
adopted
WHEREAS, HeadCoach Jean W 1lhams and AssistantCoach
DennisCrawford, an employee of the State Department of Correc
Representative Gustafson offered the followmg amendment
tions who volunteers his services, deserve high commendation for
the mspirabon and guidance they have provided this outstanding
Amendment 2-On page 3, line 12, after the word "given"
msert: written
team, and
WHEREAS, the accomphshments of the LakeCity Community
College Women'.!!I Slow-pitch Softball Team have reflected much
due credit upon the LakeCity Commumty College, the Community
CoUege System and the State ofFlomia, NOW, THEREFORE,
Bl! It Re$0lued by the Hou.31! of Ri!prt:�ntatu.�• of thl! Stau of Flonda.
That the House of Representatives m general sess10n assembled
does hereby commend and congratulate the Lake City Community
College and its officials and the coachM, players, tramers and the
manager ofrts Women's Slow-pitch Softball Team upon the comple
tion of an outstandmg season culmmated by its wmmng the na
tional championship m its sport and its nationwide recognition u
the Junior college .!!1low-p1tch softball champions
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that cop1e.!!1 of this resolution be
presented to Dr Charle.!'11 Greene, Actmg President of the College, to
HeadCoach Jean W1lhams, to AMistant COllch Denms Crawford

Rep Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted
Representatives Hargrett and Gustafson offered the followmg
amendment
Amendment 3-0n page 4, between hnes 9 and 10, m.!lert Section
4. Subeecbon (4) of section 624 408, Flonda St.atut.es, 1982 Supplement,
1s amended to read
624 408

Special surplus reqmrements -

(4) Begmmng with calendar year 1983, any msurer which does
not meet the reqilll'ements of s 624 407 and have surplus of $250,000
as reqwred by this section .!!lball UICtt:Ue its surplus as to policyholders
so that at a tak of at leaei $79,998 pet ) ea:t ttntll its surplus as to
policyholders equals at kast $750,000 a. of December 31, 1986, and
the msurer shall thereafter mamtam such surplus at $750,000
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Such an insurer shall mamtam at least the mmtmum capital reqwred
by law at the time 1t was authorized to do business and the amount
of surplus in excess of Lts capital £1$ shown on its financial statement

as of December 31, 1982

Rep Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted
Representatives Hargrett and Gustafson offered the following
title amendment:
Amendment "-On page 1, hne 10, after the sem1colon 1n.sert·
amend.mg s 624 408 (4), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, chang
ing the special surplus reqwrements for insurers,
Rep Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted vnthout obJection
Repre!'lentabves Gustafson and Meffert offered the followmg
amendment
Amendment 5-0n page 12, between Imes 14 and 15, insert
Section 10. Section 627 4035, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, 1s
amended to read
627 4035

Cash payment of premtum!I, clamu -

The premiums for insurance contracts issued m this state or
covenng risk located m this state shall be paid m cash consisting of
coms, currency, checks, or money orders
(1)

(2) Subsection (1) 'Flus ooebicn lS not apphcable to·
(a) Remsurance agreements;
(b) Pension plans,
(c) Prem.rum loans, whether or not sub.)E!Ct to an automatic provision,
(d) ThV1den&, whether to purchase additional paid-up insurance
or to shorten the dividend payment period;
(e) Salary deduction plans,
(0 Preauthonzed check plans,
(g) Waivers of premiutm on disabihty,
(h) Nonforfeiture provisions afford.mg benefit& under supplemen
tary contracts; or
(I) Such other methods of paying for hfe insurance as may be
permitted by the department pursuant to rule or regulation
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Representatives Gustafson and Meffert offered the followmg title
amendment
Amendment �n page 1, hne 24, after the semicolon msert
amendmg s 627.4035, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requ1r
mg cash payment of premmms n.nd claims, creating s 627 4265,
Fland.a Statutes, relatmg to payment of settlement.,,
Rep Meffert moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted without obJect1on
Representative Gustafson offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 7-On page 14, hne 19, stnke "10" and insert 11
Rep GW1tafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted
Repl'e8E!ntabves Bell and Gust.arson off'ered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 14, between Imes 22 and 23, msert·
Section 13. Subsection (6) of section 627.551, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, il'I amended to read:
627 551 Group contracts and plans of self-insurance must meet
group requirements (6) This section does not apply to any plan which 1s established
or mamtamed by an indwulual employer m accordance with the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, Pub L No
93-406 Thu subsection shall not be con!Jtrued to permit an author
ittd in.surer to usue a group life insurance policy or certificate which

�s not comply with this part.

Section 14 Subsect10n (5) of section 627 651, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, 1s amended to read
627 651 Group contracts and plan! of self-msurance must meet
group reqmrements (5) Thi!! section does not apply to any plan which 1s estabhshed
or mamtamed. by an individual employer m accordance with the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, Pub L. No
93-406, or to a multiple employer welfare arrangment a., rhfined m
._ 624 437 (1), except that such multiple employer welfare arrang�
ment shall comply with the requirements of ss 627 657, 627 6575,

627.6576, 627 6616, and 627.662 (5) This subaection shall not be
COMtrued to permit an authorized imurer to i.ssue a group health
msuran� policy or certificate which �s not comply with thi.t1 parL

(and renumber subsequent sections)

Rep Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which wu

(3) All payments of clamu r,u:uk in thu ltate under any contract adopted
of in.urance shall be paul m cash COML$ting of coms, currency,
cMclu., drafu or money order., and if by checlr. or draft shall be in
Representatives Bell and Gustafson offered the follow-mg title
,uch form a., will comply with the standard, for cash items adopted amendment:
by tM Feckral Reseroe Sy!ltem to facilita� the sorting, routm6 and
Amendment 9-On page 1, lme 31, after the semicolon uu1ert.
mechanized proce!l!ltng of ,uch items.
Section 11.
read

.•·

Section 627 4265, Flonda Statutes, 1s created to

627 4265 Payment of settkmenL-ln any cau where a ptrson
and an iruurer have agreed in writing to tM uttkment of a claim,
tM uuunr !thall Urnkr payment according to the ternu of the agrn
�nt no later than 20 days afur ,uch settlement L$ reacMd. The
ternkr ofpayment may be conditioned upon tttecutwn by !lUCh person
of a rekcue mutually agruabk to the insurer and the claimant, but
if the pay�nt u not tenckred within 20 day!f, or such other da.U! cu
the agreement may prouick, it shall bear interest at a rate of 12
percent per year from the daU! of the agreement, provided, however,
that if the tenckr of payment u conditioned upon the �cutwn of a
re�� the interest shall not begin to accrue until t� executed
rekau u teruknd tn tM m.mnr (and renumber subsequent sections)

amendmg ss. 627.551 (6) and 627.651 (5), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement, prov1dmg apphcab1hty of group ltfe and health msur
ance requirements,

Rep Gu.e:tafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which wu
adopted without obJect1on
Representative Gustafson offered the followmg amendment
Amendment 10-On page 14, between Imes 22 and 23 msert
Section 13 Section 627 6055, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
1s amended to read:

627 6055 Handicapped children, contmuation of coverage under
md1vidual pohcy -An md1v1dual hospital or medical expense m
surance pohcy or health care services plan contract, delivered or
1SL1ued. for.delivery m this state, which provides that coverage of a
Rep Meffert moved the adoption of the amendment, which was dependent child shall termmate upon attainment of the hm1tmg
age for dependent children specified m the pohcy or contract shall
adopted
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1111\el'!. atu t!! SLIJ3f3hed ts the e1ust1ng; 1m13rs eMePIM3 th,sug;h gal

,al'!.111ed 13lul'FIA1ng, The developer shall fund a plumbing r�en-e account

The amount of the funding shall � not le� than 63 cents for each square
foot of floor area m the existing improvements, m utt,phed by a fr1ct10n,
the numerator of which shall be the !�er of the age of the plumbmi m
years or 18 and the denominator of which ,hall be 20
3 Each developer converting existmc: tmprm emen� to ownership as
a re!!Jdenllal condommmm shall fund a roof reserve account. The amount
of the fundmg ,hall be- not less than the unit amount for each !lquare foot
of roof, mult1phed by a fraction. the numerator of which shall be the
lesser of the 11.ge of the roof m years or 18 and the denommator of which
shall be 20 The umt amount shall be determmed hued on the roof type,
as follows
Umt Amount

Roof Type

excll!led from paying as!essment.s, certain funds collected by the devel
oper shall not be used to pay common expense! until umt owners control
usoc1at1on finances, requmng a prospectus or offermg circular to conta in
certain mformat1on, amendmg warranty provmons, rev1smg the hst of
item! that a developer 1s to provide to the condominium a!.!loc1at1on
before any umt 1s sold or 1s leased for more than 5 year!, provid i ng for
tran�fer of control from the developer to the auoc1ahon and for a review
of financial records upon such transfer, !ubst1tutmg percentages of
..votme: mtere!ts" for "umU" m certain votmg reqmremenU for the assoc1at1on to enter mto cert.am agreements, providing for the as!loc1.11,tion to
levy a fine agamst a umt for fallure of the umt owner, his hcem1ee or
mv1ltt to comply with certam regulations; reviamg certam reqmrement.s
for phue condominmms, amending d1scloswe requnement.s for cond1t1on
of bmldmg and estimated repl8.cement CO!ts; reqmrmi the developer to
fund certam reserve accounts, requmng additional warrant1e!, amending
.!I 718 61 2O)(c), Flonda Statut�, excluding bulk sales from right of flr!t
re fusal, prov1dm1 an effective date

a

Bmlt· up roof V. lthout msulat10n

b

Built•up roof with msulation

I 85

C

Cement tile roof

2 00

d

,.

Asphalt .<1hmgle roof

1 00

Yeas-36

Copper roof

0 00

f

All other types

1 00

Mr Pre5ident
Gersten
Girardeau
Barron
Beard
Gordon
Grant
Carlucci
Cu tor
Grizzle
Childers, W D Hair
Crawford
Henderson
Fox
Hill
Frank
Jenne

$1 00

(4) The developer shall establish the reserve account m the name of
the a!sociat1on at a bank, saving$ and loan as�ociatwn, or trust company
located m this !tate
( 7 1 A developer makes no 1mphed warrant1e!I when ex1!ltmg improve•
ments are converted to owner!!hlp as a res1dentu1.l condomm1um and
reserve accounts are funded m accordance with th1!l section A!! an alter•
native to establishing such reserve accounts, or when a developer fails to
estabhsh the re'lerve accounts m accordance with this section, the devel•
oper !!hall be deemed to have �ranted to the purchMer of each umt an
implied warranty of fitness and merchantability for the purposes or uses
mtended, as to the roof imd structural components of the improvements,
as to fire proofing and fire protectwn sy$tems, and as to mechamcal,
electncal. and plumbing elements serving the improvements, except
mechanical elements serving only one umt The w.11,rranty shall be for a
per10d begmnmg with the notice of intended conversion and contmumg
for 3 years thereafter, or the recordmi of the declarat10n to condomimum
and contmumg for J year, thereafter, or l ye.11,r after owners other than
the developer obtain control of the association, whichever occur! last, but
m no event more than 5 yea.rs
Section �0

Section 71 8.304, Florida Statute!, 1s hereby repealed

Section 21

This .11,ct shall take effect October l, 1983

Amendment 4-ln title, on page 1, stnke everything before the
enacting clause and msert A bill to be entitled An act relatmi to condo•
mmmm!, amendmg ss 718 103(8), ( 1 1), 718 106(2), 718 110(5), (7), (9),
718 1 16, 718 203, 7 1 8 301(<), 7 18 302 O ) (ai-ld) , 71 8 <03 ( 1 ) , 121 1al-(d), (6).
and addmi sub:!.ect1on (7) to S&Id section, 718 504(4) (b), ( 14), 718.6 16(3 ),
718 618( 1)(a), {4), (7), Flonda Statutes, amending ss. 718 104(4)lk), (I),
718 1 1 1(21, (5), (7), (9), ( 1 2), 718 1 12(1), (2), Flonda Statute,, 1982 Sup
plement, adding " 718 103(22), 718 1 10( 1 0), 718 115((), 718.301 (5),
718 303(3), 718 504(25), Florida Statute!, addmg ss 718.104(4)(0),
718 1 1 1 ( 14), ( 15), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, cre.11,hng s
718 1 1 1 5, Florida Statute!; providmc for creatJOn and powers of muter
a550c1at1ons, hm1tmg the respons1b1hty of a condominium a!soc1at1on for
damage to the mtenor of an mdiv1du11I umt, repealmg !. 718 304, Flonda
Statutes, relatmg to the assoc1atlon's right to amend the declaration of
condommmm, providing defimtwns, 11mendmg the prov1!10ns required to
be in the declarat10n of condominium, addmg membership m the condo•
mm1um a!!lonat1on to the appurtenances to a umt, amendmg the proce•
dures for amendmg the declaration of condommmm, amending the
powers and dut1�s of the condommmm usociat10n, mcludmg the require•
ments for the official records. amendmg reqmrements relatmg to the
bvlaws of the condom in ium a.!ISOC1at1on, prov1dmg for as�sments on
ind1v1dual units to pay cert.am expense! or fines. prov1dmg for a grantee's
responS1b1hty for .i grantor's unpaid assessment! for common expenses;
revismg prov1swns relating to a condommmm usoc1at10n's hen for
assessments, mdudmg prov1s10ns on maximum interest rates, on the date
from which the lu,n accrues. on nolice requirements, and for a cert1f1cate
showtnl'( the amount ol unpaid 8.ssessment.s, proHd 1ng that, if anyone is

May 27, 1983

On motion by Senator Margolis, by two-thirds vote SB 463 as amended
wu read the third time by title, pa!!led, ordered engrossed and then certi
fied to the House. The vote on pusage was
Jennmi!
Johnston
K1rkpatr1ck
Langley
Makhon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson

Meek
Myers
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Wemstem

Nays-None
On mot10n by Senator Barron. the rules were wuved and the Senate
reverted toM ESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Th� Honorable Curtis Peterson, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
refused to recede from House Amend ment l to SB 11 95 and acceded to
the request of the Senate for a Con ference Committee The Spe.11,ker has
appomted Representatlves Morgan , PaJClC, Bell, Thompson, Kutun,
E.11,sley, Gordon, Burnaed, Lippman, Gardner, Gallaiher, alternates
Gustaf!on, Carpenter, Burrall, Ward, Martinez, Mills and O.11,v1s M the
Conferees on the part of the House
Allen Moms, Clerk
Conference Committee on SB 1 1 95
The President an nounced the appointment of the followmg conferees
on SB 1 1 95 Senator JohMton, chauman, Senator Tho mas, vice chair•
man, Senators Neal. Scott, Maxwell, K1rkpatnck, VO(l and Mariohs,
alternate!! Senator! Gordon, Grant, Beard and Crawford
On motmn by Senator Thomas, by unanimous consentCS for SB 1 065-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to insurance,
amending ! 20 13(2), Florida Stn.tute!, creating the D1v1s10n of Rehab1h•
talion and Liquidatwn of the Dep.11,rtment of ln!urance, amending s
624 155(2), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing for notlce m
advance of civil act10n; addmg s 62-4 404(8), Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup•
plement, proh1b1tmi authonzat10n of cert.am msurers, amending s
624 424(1 ), Flonda Statu tes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for annual
statement, amendmg s 624 425(3), (5), Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supple•
ment, prov1dmg for power of attorney, prov1dm1 exception, 11mendmg s
624 428(3), Florida S tatute!, 1982 Supplement, providing exceptlon to
the lice nsed agent l.11,w, amendmg s 624 501, Flonda Statutes, 1982 Sup·
plement. pro,,, 1dmg fees, amendmg s 626 73 1 ( 1J(b), Florida Statutes,
1 982 Supplement, prov1dmg quahficatwns for hcensure as a general Imes
.11.gent, amending s. 627 33 1 1 41, Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
reqmrmg fihnJ of underwntmg rules and rates; amendmg s 627 4 145( l J ,
(6), Florida Statute!, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for readable ].11,nguage
in policies, amending s. 627 46 1, Florida St.J.tutes, 1982 Supplement,
deletmg reference to mterest, creating s 627 46 15, Florida Statute�. spec•
tf\.'tnll{ tnt�rest payable on death clum,;;, amen ding s 62'j 'j264( 1 ), Florid•

M ay 27, 1 983
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Statute-. 1982 Supplement, requmng d1<;closure of certam mform.iilt1on,
amend 1n){ <; 6':.7 848( 1 ) , Florida Statut�. 1982 Supplement, pro" 1d1ng for
mad1n){ ut nut1ce of cancellat1on, re�al tng "' 627 7 43, Florida St.ttutt!>, as
created b} lhapter 82-24.3, LAws of Florida, relatmg to payment of
th1rd-partv claims, amending !> 627 9 1 4 ( 5 ) , Florida Statutes, 1982 Sup
p lement, prov1d1ng for reports by workers' compensation insurers,
amending !> 614 1211 2) , Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, prov1dmg for
the filing of form-., amendmg s 634 1 2 16, Flortda Statutes, 1982 Supple
ment, pro.. idmg for rating filings, providing an effective date
-was taken up out of order and read tht- second time by title
Senator Thomas moved the followm� amendments which were adopt
ed
Amendment 1 -On page 16, lme 5, strike ..subsectton (2) and" and
insert s1.1Bseei.1a" (2) •nel
Amendment 2-On page 17, between Imes 25 and 26
insert Section 19 Subsection 17) of Section 626 989, Florida Statutes,
1s hereby repea!l'!d
! Renumber subsequent secttons )
Amendment 3-On page 14, lme 1 7 , strike "1982" and insert

1983
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amuunt le\, then the rate filed with the department, such insurer or
motur L'th i c lt> 1Prt'tf'P a , rncrntwn shall e�t abl, �h an unearned premium
reserve a.! rtqUlrPd by � 6J4 041 for wch s�n·1ce agrament w,ing the
rate {if Pd u. Ith th.- dt>pa rtment

Amendment 9- ln title, on page 2, hne 1 4, after the semicolon
mst-rt pro,..1dmg an unearned premium reserve account,
Amendment 1 0-On page 15, stnke ltne� 27-29 and msert. Sect10n
15 Section 627 74.1, Flonda Statutes, as created by chapter 82-243. Laws
of Florida, 1s amended to read
627 743 Payment of third-party claims Pnor to makmg 11ny payment on a claim fo r damage to an automobile
for a total los!I regardless of amount, er for •" &ff!0t111t 1t1 eueese ef i2,000,
� h1ch automobile l!I owned by a person who 1s not named a.s an m!lured
m the pohcy under which payment lS made, the msurt-r shall first cause
a search of the records of the Department of Highway Saftey and Motor
Vehicles to be made in order to determme whether the damaged vehicle
1s subJect to any hens If the search d1sclwie!I the existence of any hens,
payment of the d1um shall be made Jointly to the owner of the damaged
vehicle and the first ht-nholder of record The 1miurer shall not be subJect
to the requirements of this sect10n 1f the owner of the damaged vehicle
presents to the msurtr a title certificate for such vehicle
Amendment 1 1 - ln t,tle, on pae;e 2, !me 5, !!trike "repealing� and

Amendment 4-On page 17, between lines 26-27 msert Sect10n
19 • Subsection ( 1 1 ) of sect10n 625 012, 1982 Supplement, J..S amended to
read

murt

625 012 "A�ets"' defined -In any determmatlon of the financial con
d1t10n of an msurer, there shall be allowed as "assets" only such "assets"
as are owned by the insurer and which consist of

Amendment 1 2-On page 5, line 2◄, before the penod insert: prior
to October l, 1983

( 1 1 ) Elect ronic and mechanical machines, mcludmg computu oper
atm� �uftwart! �qwpm�nt constituting II data processing and accounting

system, 1f the cost of such system is at least $25,000, which cost shall be
amortized in full over a period not to exceed 7 calendar yea�
I

Renumber sub-,equent section )

Amendment 5-ln title, on page 2, hne 14, i,,fter the semicolon
insert. amending s 625 012( 1 1 ), Flonda Stntutes, 1982 Supplement,
prov1dmg for the mcluslon of computer operating software equipment,
Amendment 6-On page 17, between Imes 26 and 27, insert
Section 19 Section 624 60◄, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, 1s
amendt-d to read
624 604 "Property insurance" defined -"Propert:, msurance 1s
insurance on real or perwnal property of every kmd and of every interest
therem, whether on land, water, or m the air, agamst loss or damage from
any and all hazard or cause, and agamst ]o-,s consequential upon such loss
or damage, other than noncontractual legal hab1hty for any !luch lo� or
damage "Property 1ruurance• may contain a provwon for accidental
death, or tnJury, as part of the mult1plt- pf'ril homeowners policy Such
1rni:urance, whtch I$ incidental to the property insurance shall not be
sub;ect to proumorni: of this code appltcable to 11/e or ht-alth m.mrance

Property msurance does not mclude title msurance as defined m !I
624 608
(Renumber subsequent sections )

Amendment 7-In title, on page 2, hne 14, after the semicolon (.)
insert amending !I 624 60◄, Florida St.atutes, 1982 Supplement, provid
ing a new definition for "property msurance",
Amendment 8-On page 17, lme 25, after the period ( ) in!lert. For

each m,urer and motor vehicle urvtce agreement company whtch of/en
the motor uehu:le purchaur a serv1c� a,:rPeml!!nt at no CO$[ or at an

amending

Senator Hende rson moved the following: amendment which failed.

On mot10n by Senator Thomas, by two-thirds vote CS for SB 1065 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engro!ISed and
then certified to the House The vote on passage was
Yeas-31
Mr President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Ca!ltor
ChLlders, W D
Crawford
Fox

Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
G rant
Gnzzle
Htur
Ht-nderson
Hill

Jenne
Jennings
Kukpatnclc
Malchon
Mann
Margolt�
McPherson
Meek

Mvers
Rehm
Stuart
Thoma!!
Thurman
Vogt
Weinstem

Nay!I-None
On motion by Sennt-or Barron, the House was requested to return HB
1012
ENROLLING REPORTS
Senate Bills 5 1 1 and 67 1 have been enrolled, signed by the required
Constttutmnal Officers and presented to the Governor on May 27, 198:i
Joe Brown, s�crdary

CORRECTION A N D A PPROVAL OF JOURNAL
The Journal of May 26 was corrected and ap proved as follows
Page 409. column 2, from bottom, lme 26, strike " 1 24" and insert

164

CO-INTRODUCERS
Senator Margolis-SB 763, Senator Scott-Senate Bills 435 and 650
Senator Hender<;on withdrew as co-mtroducer of SB 763
On motmn by Senator Barron, the Senate ad1ourned at 12 38 p m. to
reconvene at 2 00 p m , Monday, May 30
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SUMMARY:
Present Situation:
This bill revises and amends several different sections of the
Florida Insurance Code. For ease of understanding, the
following section-by-section analysis includes both the present
law and the effect of the proposed changes.
Section 1. Essentially technical, this section establishes the
D1v1sion of Rehabilitation and L1qu1dat1on w1th1n the
Department of Insurance.
Section 2. The civil remed y section of the Insurance Code (s.
624.155, F.S.) requires notice to be given to the department
and the insurer as a condition precedent to br1ng1ng an Llction
under this section.This bill requires the notice itself to
state that the notice is given 1n order to perfect the right to
bring an action based upon the civil remedy section.
s�ction 3. s�ction 624.,o,, Florida RtatutPn, �tatr� whr1 i�
and is not eligible for a certificate of authority to transacl
insurance in Florida. This bill provides that an insurance
company which is substantially owned or controlled by a
government or governmental agency may not transact insurance in
this state.
Section 4. This section authorizes the Department of Insurance
to adopt rules requiring insurers to submit allot part of the
insurer's annual financial statement in a computer readable
form, if such information is available. Submitting such
•information in a form that is compatible with the department's
data processing system will facilitate analysis by the
department.
Sections 5 and 6. Section 624.425 prohibits property and
casualty insurance agents from signing or countersigning in
blank any policy issued outside the agent's office. The agent
1s permitted, h owever, to authorize the issuing insurance
company to countersign a policy by imprinting the agent's name.
This bill would allow the issuing insurer to imprint the name
of the agency or other entity with which the agent may be
sharing a commission
The hill furth�r provides that the countersignnturr lnw �or�
not apply to the reissuance of policies or endorsements which
are part of a mass reissuance and which do not involve a change
of premium or payment of an agent's commission.
Section 7. The Department of Insurance currently charges $5.00
for reissuing an insurance representatives license or permit
and $2.00 for changing the address of a licensee. This bill
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eliminates the $2.00 fee for a change of address because such a
change does not necessarily require a mod1f1ed license to be
issued. If, however, a mod1£1ed license 1s requested by the
licensee, the $5.00 fee will be charged.
Section 8. Current law requires a general lines agent to be a
state resident for at least one year. before a license 1s
issued. The one year residency requirement may be waived if
the applicant is employed by an agency under the supervision of
a currently licensed general lines agent. This bill allows the
residency requirement to be waived if the applicant is employed
by an insurer and if the applicant is under the superv1s1on of
a currently licensed general lines agent.
Section 9. Property and casualty insurance rates are currently
regulated under a ''use and file" system. Under this sy�tem,
rates must be filed with the Department of Insurance within
thirty days after their effective date, (s. 627.331(4), Florida
Statutes). If the rate 1s subsequently determined by the
department to be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly
d1scr1minatory, the department may order the rate to be
changed.
Many insurers write specialized individual risks for which
rates are not currently on file with the department. An agent
often binds such coverage prior to the rate being approved by
the insurer, which makes it difficult for the insurer to notify
the department within 30 days after the rate has actually been
used. This bill provides that for individual risks for which a
rating schedule is not on file with the department, the insurer
has 90 days, rather than 30, to file the rate with the
department.
The bill also eliminates the requirement that insurers file
their underwriting rules with the department. Private passenger
automobile and homeowner's insurer's must continue to file
their underwriting rules with the department under this
proposal.
Section 10. Current law requires insurance policies to be
"readable" as determined by the Flesch reading ease test. This
bill requires endorsements as well as policies to be r�adable.
The bill further provides that endorsements filed after October
1, 1983, which modify policies issued prior to October 1, 1983,
do not need to pass the Flesch reading ease test.
Sections 11 and 12. Current law provides that life insurance
policies must provide that settlement shall be made upon proof
of death, plus lOt interest from the date that written notice
of death is received. This bill places the interest provision
in a separate section of the law, enabling insurers to print
policies without the actual percentage rate that will he paid.
Then, if the interest rate is subsequently changed by the
Legislature, insurers will not have to reprint all of their
policies to include the new rate.
Sections 13 and 14. This section provides that employee groups
as defined in sections 627.552, and 627.653, Florida Statutes,
do not fall under the provisions of sections 627.5515 or
627.6515, Florida Statutes, relating to out-of-state group
health and life insurance.
Section 15. Section 627.7264, Florida Statutes, provides that
insurers must disclose liability coverage information about an
insured upon written request of a claimant. A corporate
officer of the insurer must attest to the information provided
upon such a request. This bill provides that a claimant's
attorney may also request the coverage information and that an
insurer's claims manager may attest to the information.
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Section 16. This section of the bill allows a premium finance
company to mail rather than serve a written notice of
cancellation to each insured shown on a premium finance
agreement.
Section 17. The bill repeals subsections 627.551(6) and
627.651(5), Florida Statutes. These two subsection� arr in the
group life insurance and group health insurance parts,
respectively. Both subsections provide that the part 1n
question does not apply to plans that are established or
ma1nta1ned in accordance with the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA), a federal law. These exemptions were
added in the 1982 rewrite of the Insurance Code (82-243, as
amended by 82-386, Laws of Florida). Prior to the adoption of
the 1982 law the federal ERISA act expressly superceded all
state laws relating to employee benefit plans (29U.S.C. s.
1144(a)). The exemptions placed in the Florida Statutes were
for the purpose of clarification.
On December 21, 1982, Congress amended the ERISA Act to provide
that ERISA plans that are multiple employer welfare
arrangements are subject to state insurance laws, to the extent
not inconsistent with ERISA, unless the arrangement is fully
insured or has obtained an exemption from the new law from the
Secretary of Labor. Due to the changes in ERISA, subsections
627.551(6) and 627.651(5) could have the unintended effect of
exempting from the insurance laws multiple employer welfare
arrangements that the state may now regulate to a limited
extent.
B.
II.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
No substantial fiscal impact.

B.

Government:
No substantial fiscal impact.

III.
IV.

COMMENT&:
AMENDMENTS:
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SUMMARY:
This bill revises and amends several different sections of the
Florida Insuranc e Code. For ease of understanding, the
following section-by-section analysis includes both the present
law and the effect of the proposed changes.
Section 1. Essentially technical, t his section estahl1shes thP
D1v1s1on of Rehabilitation and L1quidat1on within the
Department of Insurance.
Section 2. The civil remedy section of the Insurance Code (s.
624,155, F.S.) requires notice to be given to the department
and the insurer as a condition precedent to bringing an action
under this section.This bill requires the notice itself to
state that the notice is given in order to perfect the right to
bring an action based upon the civil remedy section.
Section 3. Section 624.404, Florida Statutes, states who is
and 1s not eligible for a certificate of authority to �ransact
insurance in Florida. This bill provides that an insur�nce
company which is substantially owned or controlled by a
government or governmental agency may not transact insurance in
this state.
Section 4. This section authorizes the Department of Insurance
to adopt rules requiring insurers to submit all or part of the
insurer's annual financial statement in a computer readable
form, 1f such information is available. Submitting such
information in a form that is compatible with the department's
data processing system will facilitate analysis by the
department.
Sections 5 and 6. Section 624.425 prohibits property and
casualty insurance agents from signing or countersigning in
blank any policy issued outside the aqent's office. The agent
is permitted, however, to authorize the issuing insurance
company to countersign a policy by imprinting the agent's name.
This bill would allow the issuing insurer to imprint the name
of the aqency or other entity with which the agent may be
sharing a commission
The bill further provides that the countersignature law does
not apply to the reissuance of policies or endorsem�nt� whirh
t1rt• port of a mons reieeunnce and which do not 111voJ v1 (l d1ctnq,•
of premium or payment of an agent's commission.
Section 7. The Department of Insurance currently charges $5.00
for reissuing an insurance representatives license or permit
and $2.00 for changing the address of a licensee. This bill
eliminates the $2.00 fee for a change of address because such a
change does not necessarily require a modified license to be
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issued. If, however, a modified license is requested hy the
licensee, the $5.00 fee will be charged.
Section 8. Current law requires a general l ines agent to be a
state resident for at least one year before a license 1s
issued. The one year residency requirement may be wa1vPd if
the applicant is employed by an agency under the supervision of
a currently licensed general lines agent. This bill allows the
residency requirement to be waived 1f the applicant 1s employed
by an insurer and 1f the applicant 1s under the superv1�ion of
a currently licensed general lines agent.
Section 9. Property and casualty insurance rates are currently
regulated under a "use and file" system. Under this system,
rates must be filed with the Department of Insurance w1thin
thirty days after their effective date, (s. 627.331(4), Florida
Statutes). If the rate is subsequently determined by the
department to be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly
discriminatory, the department may order the rate to bP
changPd.
Many insurers write specialized individual risks for which
rate� are not currently on file with the departmenl. An �gPnt
often hinds such coverage prior to the rate being approved by
the insurer, which makes it difficult for the insurer to notify
the department within 30 days after the rate has actually been
used. This bill provides that for individual risks for which a
rating schedule is not on file with the department, tho insurer
has 90 days, rather than 30, to file the rate with the
department.
The·bill also eliminates the requirement that insurers file
their underwriting rules with the department. Private passenger
automobile and homeowner's insurer's must continue to file
their underwriting rules with the department under thi�
proposal.
Section 10. Current law requires insurance policies to be
"readable" as determined by the Flesch reading ease te�t. This
bil l requires endorsements as well as policies to be readable.
The bill further provides that endorsements filed after October
1, 1983, which modify policies issued prior to October 1, 1983,
do not need to pass the Flesch reading ease test.
Sections 11 and 12. Current law provi<les that life in�11rRnce
pol ic!PR must provide that settlem"'nt !1hc1l l be mudr 111,011 !-'roof
of death, plus lOt interest from the date that written noticP
of death is received. This bill places the interest provision
in a separate section of the l aw, enabling insurers to print
policies without the actual percentage rate that will be paid.
Then, if the interest rate is subsequently changed by the
Legislature, insurers will not have to reprint all of their
policies to include the new rate. This provision appli�s to
all policies issued after October 1, 19B3.
Section 13. Section 627.7264, Florida statutes, provid0s that
insurers must disclose liability coverage information ahout an
insured upon written request of a claimant. A corporate
officer of the insurer must attest to the information provided
upon such a request. This bill provides that a claimant's
attorney may also request the coverage information and that an
insurer's claims manager may attest to the information.
Section 14. This section of the bill allows a premium finance
company to mail rather than serve a written notice of
cancellation to each insured shown on a premium finance
agreement.
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Section 15. Repeals section 627.743, Florida Statutes,
relating to payment of third-party cla1sm.
Section 16. Allows Workers' Compensation self-insurers to use
a rating organization for purposes of reporting data to the
Division of Workers' Compensation.
Sr-ctions 17 and 18. Provil1es that cettaln formn anol r.il,,r; need
not be refiled with the Department of Insurance.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

No substantial fiscal impact.
B.

Government:
No substantial fiscal impact.

II I .
IV.

COMMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:
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(Chapter 83-2RB)

I.

SUMMARY:

This bill revises and amends several different sections of the
Florida Insurance Code. For ease of understanding, the
following section-by-section analysis includes both the present
law and the effect of the proposed changes.
Section 1. Essentially technical, this section establ1�hes the
01v1s1on of Rehabilitation and L1qu1dation within the
Department of Insurance.
Section 2. The civil remedy section of the Insurance Code {s.
624.155, F.S.) requires notice to be given to the department
and the insurer as a condition precedent to brinqinq an action
under this section. This bill requires t he notice itself to
state that the notice is given in order to perfect the right to
bring an action based upon the civil remedy sPction. �h� bill
further requires that the notice be written.
Section 3. Section 624.404, Florida Statutes, states who is
and is not el igible for a certificate of authority to transact
1nsurancP in Florida. This bill providf's that c'ln 1nr:11r,1n("0
company which is substantially owned or control led hy a
government or governmental agency may not transact insurance in
this state.
Section 4. The Insurance Code allows certain insurers to meet
new surplus requirements by increasing their surplus at a rate
of $70,000 per year until they meet the required surplus of
$750,000. This bill extends until December 31, 1986, the time
in which these insurers may meet the surplus requirement. The
bill also requires these insurers to maintain as minimum
surplus the amount of surplus shown on the insurers financial
statement as of December 31, 1982.
Section 5. This section authorizes the Department of Insurance
to adopt rules requiring insurers to submit all or part of the
insurer's annual financial statement in a computer re adable
form, if such information is available. Submitting such
information in a form that 1s compatible with the department 1 s
data processing system will facilitate analysis by the
department.
Sections 6 and 7. Section 624.425 prohibits property and
casualty insurance agents from signing or countPrsiqning in
hlank any policy issued outsicie the agent's off1c-P. 'T'hr atJent
is permitted, however, to authorize the issuing insuranc�
company to countersign a policy by imprinting the agent's name.
This bill would al low the issuing insurer to imprint the name
of the agency or other entity with which the agent may be
sharing a commission.
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The bill further provides that the countersignature luw does
not apply to the reissuance of pol1c1es or endorsements which
are part of a mass reissuance and which do not involve a change
of premium or payment of an agent's commission.
Section 8. The Department of Insur�nce currently charqes $5.00
for reissuing an insurance representatives licens� or permit
and $2.00 for changing the address of a licensee. This bill
eliminates the $2.00 fee for a change of address because such a
change does not necessarily require a modified license to be
issued. If, however, a modified license is requested by the
licensee, the $5.00 fee will be charged.
Section 9. Current law requires a general lines agent to be a
state resident for at least one year before a license is
issued. The one year residency requirement may be wa1v�d if
the ap plicant is employed by an agency under the supervision of
a currently licensed general lines agent. This bill allows the
residency requirement to be waived if the applicant is employed
by an insurer and if the applicant is under the supervision of
a currently licensed general lines agent.
Section 10. Property and casualty insurance rates are
currently regulated under a �use and file" system. una�r this
qystem, rates must be filed with the DepartmPnt nf Tn�u,�nre
within thirty days after their effective date, (s. 627.331(4),
Florida Statutes). If the rate is subsequently determined by
the department to be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly
discriminatory, the department may order the rate to hP
changed.
Mani insurers write specialized individual risks for which
rates are not currently on file with the department. An agent
often binds such coverage prior to the rate being approved by
the insurer, which makes it difficult for the insurer to notify
the department within 30 days after the rate has actually been
used. This bill provides that for individual risks for which a
rating schedule is not on file with the department, the insurer
has 90 days, rather than 30, to file the rate with the
department.
The bill also eliminates the requirement that insurers file
their underwriting rules with the department. Private passenger
automobile and homeowner's insurer's must continue to file
their underwriting rules with the department under this
proposal.

Section 11. This section of the bill requires insurance claims
to be paid either in cash or by a check or draft which complies
with the standards of the Federal Reserve System.
Section 12. This section creates a new requirement that
insurers must pay settled claims within 20 days after a
settlement is reached.
Section 13. Current law requires insurance policies to be
"readable" as determined by the Flesch reading ease test. This
bill requires endorsements as well as policies to be readable.
The bill further provides that endorsements filed after October
1, 1983, which modify policies issued prior to OctohPr 1, 1983,
do not need to pass the Flesch reading ease test.
Sections 14 and 15. Current law provides that life insurance
policies must provide that settlement shall be madP upon proof
of death, plus 10\ interest from the date that writt�n notice
of death is received. This bill places the interest provision
in a separate section of the law, enabling insurers to print
policies without the actual percentage rate that will be paid.
Then, if the interest rate is subsequently changed by the
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Legislature, insurers will not have to reprint all of their
policies to include the new rate. The bill also raises the
interest to be paid from 10 percent to 11 percent. This
prov1s1on applies to all policies issued after October 1, 1983.
Sections 16 and 17. These sections �pecify the benefits that
must be paid by multiple �m�loyer welfare arrangements that are
ERISA - approved plans. This takes advantage of recently
Pnacted Federal law which permits state� to regulatr• su�li
plans.
Sections 18 and 1�. Current law requires family health
insurance policies to cover handicapped children for as long as
the child remains handicapped 1f the policyholder sends notice
to the insurer within 60 days (90 for group pol icies) of the
child reaching the limiting age specified in the policy. If
this notice is not given to the insurer, the covera?e is lost.
�his bill eliminates the notice requirement, but the
policyholder is given the burden of estahlishing that the child
is and has continued to be handicapped as defined in thP
statute.
Sections 20 and 21. These sections of the bill require health
insurers which provide coverage for maternity care to also
provide coverage for services of certified nurse-midwives and
midwives.
Section 22. Section 627.7264, Florida Statutes, provides that
insurers must disclo�e liability coverage information about an
insured upon written request of a claimant. A corporate
officer of the insurer must attest to the 1nformat1on provid�<l
upon 'such a request. This bill provides that a claimant•�
attorney may also request the coverage information and that an
insurer's claims manaq�r may attest to the information.
Section 23. This section of the bill allows a premium finance
company to mail rather than serve a written notice of
cancellation to each insured shown on a premium finance
agreement.
Section 24. Current law requires an insurer to make a title
search at the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
before paying any claim in which the automobile is either a
total loss or 1s damaged in an amount 1n excess of $2,000. If
the title search reveals an outstanding lien, the insurer must
pay the claim Jointly to the owner of the damaged vehicle and
the lienholder. This bill provides that the title search by
the insured will be required only if the automobile is a total
loss.
Section 25. Allows Workers' Compensation self-insurers to use
a rating organization for purposes of reporting data to the
Division of Workers' Compensation.
Sections 26 and 27. Provides that certain forms and rat0s nePd
not be refiled with the Department of Insurance.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

No su bstantial fiscal impact.
B.

Government:
No substantial fiscal impact.

III.

COMMENTS:
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This proposed bill provides that all payments of insurance claims in
this state must be made in cash consisting of coins, currency, checks or
money orders, and 1f by check must be drawn on a Florida financial
institution. The bill 1s intended to speed up the claim payment process
that may now be drawn out when claims are paid by drafts payable at or
through financial 1nst1tut1ons scattered across the country.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

There is no statute specifically covering the manner or procedure
for the payment of insurance claims. These claims are customarily paid by
a draft which is issued by a local agent and is then paid through a central
bank. Before the funds represented by a draft are ultimately collected by
the beneficiary, the draft may pass through several financial 1nst1tut1ons.
This payment process may take several days because of the need to transport
the draft physically from point to point 1n the collection chain. During
that time, the beneficiary 1 s local financial institution may not authorize
the withdrawal of those funds until they have actually been collected.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

The proposed bill would amend s. 627.4035, F.S., by adding a new
subsection (3) relating to the payment of claims. Subsection (1) now
provides that premiums for insurance contracts issued in this state must be
paid in cash cons1st1ng of coins, currency, checks or money orders. The
new subsection (3) would simply extend this cash payment requirement to the
payment of claims as well as premiums, with the additional requirement that
where payment 1s by check it shall be drawn on a financial institution
located in the state.
The cash payment requirement (check instead of draft) and the
Florida financial institution requirement are both intended to speed up the
collection process by reducing the number of steps in the payment system.

